
Chapter 2. The Society and Its Environment



The figure on the right is a cantrik, a student who is servant to a priest.
Here he accompanies a cangik, a maidservant to a princess, or demo ness,
who fights on the side of evil.



INDONESIA'S SOCIAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL environment
is one of the most complex and varied in the world. By one count,
at least 669 distinct languages and well over 1,100 different dialects
are spoken in the archipelago. The nation encompasses some 13,667
islands; the landscape ranges from rain forests and steaming man-
grove swamps to arid plains and snowcapped mountains. Major
world religions—Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism—
are represented. Political systems vary from the ornate sultans'
courts of Central Java to the egalitarian communities of hunter-
gatherers of Sumatran jungles. A wide variety of economic patterns
also can be found within Indonesia's borders, from rudimentary
slash-and-burn agriculture to highly sophisticated computer micro-
chip assembly plants. Some Indonesian communities rely on tra-
ditional feasting systems and marriage exchange for economic
distribution, while others act as sophisticated brokers in interna-
tional trading networks operating throughout the South China Sea.
Indonesians also have a wide variety of living arrangements. Some
go home at night to extended families living in isolated bamboo
longhouses, others return to hamlets of tiny houses clustered around
a mosque, whereas still others go home to nuclear families in ur-
ban high-rise apartment complexes.

There are, however, striking similarities among the nation's
diverse groups. Besides citizenship in a common nation-state, the
single most unifying cultural characteristic is a shared linguistic
heritage. Almost all of the nation's more than 195 million people
speak one of several Austronesian languages, which—although not
mutually intelligible—share many vocabulary items and have simi-
lar sentence patterns. Most important, the vast majority of the popu-
lation can speak Bahasa Indonesia (see Glossary), the official
national language. Used in government, schools, print and elec-
tronic media, and in multiethnic cities, this Malay-derived language
is both an important unifying symbol and a vehicle of national in-
tegration (see The Emerging National Culture, this ch.).

In the early 1990s, nearly 70 percent of Indonesians lived out-
side of cities, which, according to the definition used by the govern-
ment's Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS; for this and other
acronyms, see table A), were areas with population densities greater
than 5,000 persons per square kilometer or where less than 25 per-
cent of the households were employed in the agricultural sector.
Indeed, most Indonesians in the early 1990s, as their ancestors
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before them, were closely associated with agriculture, stockbreed-
ing, or fishing. Whereas some isolated farming communities were
composed essentially of subsistence farmers—living off what they
grew—most depended to some degree on cash profits earned from
selling their produce at mercantile centers. Aside from coffee and
rubber plantations, large-scale, highly capitalized agribusinesses,
such as industrialized rice farming or chicken farms, remained the
exception in Indonesia (see Agriculture, ch. 3).

This pattern, however, was changing. Describing Indonesia's
cultural and regional variety, American anthropologist Hildred
Geertz in 1960 divided the population into three types: wet rice
growing (padi) peasants of Java, Bali, and parts of southern
Sumatra; coastal Islamic traders in the harbor regions of Sumatra,
Kalimantan, and Sulawesi; and isolated inland swidden farmers
throughout the archipelago. In following decades, however, a fourth
category emerged. It consisted of a largely urban middle class—
members of a modern Indonesian national superculture.

Over the course of the 1980s, population mobility, educational
achievement, and urbanization increased as Indonesians were ex-
posed to the varieties of their nation's cultures through television,
newspapers, schools, and cultural activities. Linkages to native geo-
graphic region and sociocultural heritage weakened. Ethnicity be-
came a means of identification in certain situations but not in others.
For example, during Ramadan, the Islamic month of fasting,
peasants from Java might emphasize their Islamic faith and affili-
ation, whereas in other settings, they emphasized their member-
ship in the national state by attending school, participating in family
planning programs and belonging to village cooperatives, and by
invoking the Pancasila (see Glossary), the state ideology, as a moral
justification for personal and family choices (see Islam, this ch.;
Pancasila: The State Ideology, ch. 4). In a similar way, isolated
hill tribes living in the interiors of the islands of Sulawesi, Scram,
or Timor might express devotion to ancestral spirits through animal
sacrifice at home, but swear loyalty to the Indonesian state in school
and church, or at the poils. In the early 1990s, one's identity as
an Indonesian was still interwoven with one's familial, regional,
and ethnic heritage.

The Geographic Context
Indonesia's variations in culture have been shaped—although

not specifically determined—by centuries of complex interactions
with the physical environment. Although Indonesians are now less
vulnerable to the vicissitudes of nature as a result of improved tech-
nology and social programs, to some extent their social diversity
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has emerged from traditionally different patterns of adjustment to
their physical circumstances.

Geographic Regions

Indonesia is a huge archipelagic country extending 5,120 kilo-
meters from east to west and 1,760 kilometers from north to south.
It encompasses 13,667 islands (some sources say as many as 18,000),
only 6,000 of which are inhabited. There are five main islands
(Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and IrianJaya), two major
archipelagos (Nusa Tenggara and the Maluku Islands), and sixty
smaller archipelagos. Two of the islands are shared with other na-
tions; Kalimantan (known in the colonial period as Borneo, the
world's third largest island) is shared with Malaysia and Brunei,
and Irian Jaya shares the island of New Guinea with Papua New
Guinea. Indonesia's total land area is 1,919,317 square kilometers.
Included in Indonesia's total territory is another 93,000 square
kilometers of inlands seas (straits, bays, and other bodies of water).
The additional surrounding sea areas bring Indonesia's generally
recognized territory (land and sea) to about 5 million square kilome-
ters. The government, however, also claims an exclusive economic
zone, which brings the total to about 7.9 million square kilome-
ters (see National Territory: Rights and Responsibilities, this ch.).

Geographers have conventionally grouped Sumatra, Java (and
Madura), Kalimantan (formerly Borneo), and Sulawesi (formerly
Celebes) in the Greater Sunda Islands. These islands, except for
Sulawesi, lie on the Sunda Shelf—an extension of the Malay Penin-
sula and the Southeast Asian mainland (see fig. 5, Topography
and Drainage). Far to the east is Irian Jaya (formerly Irian Barat
or West New Guinea), which takes up the western half of the world's
second largest island—New Guinea—on the Sahul Shelf. Sea depths
in the Sunda and Sahul shelves average 200 meters or less. Be-
tween these two shelves lie Sulawesi, Nusa Tenggara (also known
as the Lesser Sunda Islands), and the Maluku Islands (or the Moluc-
cas), which form a second island group where the surrounding seas
in some places reach 4,500 meters in depth. The term Outer Is-
lands (see Glossary) is used inconsistently by various writers, but
it is usually taken to mean those islands other than Java and
Madura.

Tectonically, this region—especially Java—is highly unstable,
and although the volcanic ash has resulted in fertile soils, it makes
agricultural conditions unpredictable in some areas. The country
has numerous mountains and some 400 volcanoes, of which ap-
proximately 100 are active. Between 1972 and 1991 alone, twenty-
nine volcanic eruptions were recorded, mostly on Java. The most
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violent volcanic eruptions in modern times occurred in Indonesia.
In 1815 a volcano at Gunung Tambora on the north coast of Sum-
bawa, Nusa Tenggara Barat Province, claimed 92,000 lives and
created "the year without a summer" in various parts of the world.
In 1883 Krakatau in the Sunda Strait, between Java and Sumatra,
erupted and some 36,000 West Javans died from the resulting ti-
dal wave. The sound of the explosion was reported as far away
as Turkey and Japan. For almost a century following that erup-
tion, Krakatau was quiet, until the late 1970s, when it erupted twice.

Mountains ranging between 3,000 and 3,800 meters above sea
level can be found on the islands of Sumatra, Java, Bali, Lombok,
Sulawesi, and Seram. The country's tallest mountains, which reach
between 4,700 and 5,000 meters, are located in the Jayawijaya
Mountains and the Sudirman Mountains in IrianJaya. The highest
peak, PuncakJaya, which reaches 5,039 meters, is located in the
Sudirman Mountains.

Nusa Tenggara consists of two strings of islands stretching east-
ward from Bali toward Irian Jaya. The inner arc of Nusa Teng-
gara is a continuation of the chain of mountains and volcanoes
extending from Sumatra throughJava, Bali, and Flores, and trailing
off in the Banda Islands. The outer arc of Nusa Tenggara is a geo-
logical extension of the chain of islands west of Sumatra that in-
cludes Nias, Mentawai, and Enggano. This chain resurfaces in
Nusa Tenggara in the ruggedly mountainous islands of Sumba and
Timor.

The Maluku Islands (or Moluccas) are geologically among the
most complex of the Indonesian islands. They are located in the
northeast sector of the archipelago, bounded by the Philippines to
the north, IrianJaya to the east, and Nusa Tenggara to the south.
The largest of these islands include Halmahera, Seram, and Buru,
all of which rise steeply out of very deep seas. This abrupt relief
pattern from sea to high mountains means that there are very few
level coastal plains.

Geographers believe that the island of New Guinea, of which
Irian Jaya is a part, may once have been part of the Australian
continent. The breakup and tectonic action created both tower-
ing, snowcapped mountain peaks lining its central east-west spine
and hot, humid alluvial plains along the coast of New Guinea. Irian
J aya's mountains range some 650 kilometers east to west, divid-
ing the province between north and south.

Climate
The main variable of Indonesia's climate is not temperature or

air pressure, but rainfall. The almost uniformly warm waters that
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make up 81 percent of Indonesia's area ensure that temperatures
on land remain fairly constant (see table 2, Appendix). Split by
the equator, the archipelago is almost entirely tropical in climate,
with the coastal plains averaging 28°C, the inland and mountain
areas averaging 26°C, and the higher mountain regions, 23°C.
The area's relative humidity ranges between 70 and 90 percent.
Winds are moderate and generally predictable, with monsoons
usually blowing in from the south and east in June through Sep-
tember and from the northwest in December through March.
Typhoons and large-scale storms pose little hazard to mariners in
Indonesian waters; the major danger comes from swift currents
in channels, such as the Lombok and Sape straits.

The extreme variations in rainfall are linked with the monsoons.
Generally speaking, there is a dry season (June to September), in-
fluenced by the Australian continental air masses, and a rainy season
(December to March) that is the result of mainland Asia and Pa-
cific Ocean air masses. Local wind patterns, however, can greatly
modify these general wind patterns, especially in the islands of cen-
tral Maluku—Seram, Ambon, and Buru. This oscillating seasonal
pattern of wind and rain is related to Indonesia's geographical lo-
cation as an archipelago between two large continents. In July and
August, high pressure over the Australian desert moves winds from
that continent toward the northwest. As the winds reach the equa-
tor, the earth's rotation causes them to veer off their original course
in a northeasterly direction toward the Southeast Asian mainland.
DuringJanuary and February, a corresponding high pressure sys-
tem over the Asian mainland causes the pattern to reverse. The
resultant monsoon is augmented by humid breezes from the Indian
Ocean, producing significant amounts of rain throughout many
parts of the archipelago.

Prevailing wind patterns interact with local topographic condi-
tions to produce significant variations in rainfall throughout the
archipelago. In general, western and northern parts of Indonesia
experience the most precipitation, since the north- and westward-
moving monsoon clouds are heavy with moisture by the time they
reach these more distant regions. Western Sumatra, Java, Bali,
the interiors of Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and IrianJaya are the most
predictably damp regions of Indonesia, with rainfall measuring
more than 2,000 millimeters per year. In part, this moisture
originates on strategically located high mountain peaks that trap
damp air. The city of Bogor, near Jakarta, lays claim to having
to world's highest number of rainstorms per year—322. On the
other hand, the islands closest to Australia—including Nusa Teng-
gara and the eastern tip of Java—tend to be dry, with some areas
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experiencing less than 1,000 millimeters of rainfall per year. To
complicate the situation, some of the islands of the southern Malu-
kus experience highly unpredictable rainfall patterns, depending
on local wind currents.

Although air temperature changes little from season to season
or from one region to the next, cooler temperatures prevail at higher
elevations. in general, temperatures drop approximately 10 per
90 meters increase in elevation from sea level, with some high-alti-
tude interior mountain regions experiencing night frosts. The highest
mountain ranges in IrianJaya are permanently capped with snow.

Located on the equator, the archipelago experiences relatively
little change in the length of daylight hours from one season to the
next; the difference between the longest day and the shortest day
of the year is only forty-eight minutes. The archipelago stretches
across three time zones. Western Indonesian Time—seven hours
in advance of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)—includes Sumatra,
Java, and eastern Kalimantan; Central Indonesian Time—eight
hours head of GMT—includes western Kalimantan, Nusa Teng-
gara, and Sulawesi; and Eastern Indonesian Time—nine hours
ahead of GMT—includes the Malukus and IrianJaya. The bound-
ary between the western and central time zones—established in
1988—is a line running north between Java and Bali through the
center of Kalimantan. The border between central and eastern time
zones runs north from the eastern tip of Timor to the eastern tip
of Sulawesi.

Environmental Concerns

For centuries, the geographical resources of the Indonesian ar-
chipelago have been exploited in ways that fall into consistent so-
cial and historical patterns. One cultural pattern consists of the
formerly Indianized, rice-growing peasants in the valleys and plains
of Sumatra, Java, and Bali; another cultural complex is composed
of the largely Islamic coastal commercial sector; a third, more mar-
ginal sector consists of the upland forest farming communities,
which exist by means of subsistence swidden agriculture. To some
degree, these patterns can be linked to the geographical resources
themselves, with abundant shoreline, generally calm seas, and
steady winds favoring the use of sailing vessels; and fertile valleys
and plains—at least in the Greater Sunda Islands—permitting ir-
rigated rice farming. The heavily forested, mountainous interior
hinders overland communication by road or river, but fosters slash-
and-burn agriculture.

Each of these patterns of ecological and economic adaptation ex-
perienced tremendous pressures during the 1970s and 1980s from
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Mount Arjuno, the highest point in Jawa Timur Province
Courtesy Indonesian Department of Information

rising population density, soil erosion, river-bed siltation, and water
pollution from agricultural pesticides and off-shore oil drilling. In
the coastal commercial sector, for instance, the livelihood of fish-
ing people and those engaged in allied activities—roughly 5.6 mil-
lion people—began to be imperiled in the late 1970s by declining
fish stocks brought about by the contamination of coastal waters.
Fishermen in northern Java experienced marked declines in cer-
tain kinds of fish catches and by the mid-1980s saw the virtual dis-
appearance of the terburuk fish in some areas. Effluent from fertilizer
plants in Gresik in northern Java polluted ponds and killed milk-
fish fry and young shrimp. The pollution of the Strait of Malacca
between Malaysia and Sumatra from oil leakage from the Japanese
supertanker Shöwa Maru in January. 1975 was a major environmental
disaster for the fragile Sumatran coastline. The danger of super-
tanker accidents also increased in the heavily trafficked strait.

The coastal commercial sector suffered from environmental pres-
sures on the mainland, as well. Soil erosion from upland deforesta-
tion exacerbated the problem of siltation downstream and into the
sea. Silt deposits covered and killed once-lively coral reefs, creat-
ing mangrove thickets and making harbor access increasingly
difficult, if not impossible, without massive and expensive dredg-
ing operations.
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Although overfishing by Japanese and American "floating fac-
tory" fishing boats was officially restricted in Indonesia in 1982,
the scarcity of fish in many formerly productive waters remained
a matter of some concern in the early 1990s. As Indonesian fisher-
men improved their technological capacity to catch fish, they also
threatened the total supply.

A different, but related, set of environmental pressures arose in
the 1970s and 1980s among the rice-growing peasants living in the
plains and valleys. Rising population densities and the consequent
demand for arable land gave rise to serious soil erosion, deforesta-
tion because of the need for firewood, and depletion of soil nutrients.
Runoff from pesticides polluted water supplies in some areas and
poisoned fish ponds. Although national and local governments ap-
peared to be aware of the problem, the need to balance environ-
mental protection with pressing demands of a hungry population
and an electorate eager for economic growth did not diminish.

Major problems faced the mountainous interior regions of
Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Sumatra. These problems included
deforestation, soil erosion, massive forest fires, and even desertifi-
cation resulting from intensive commercial logging—all these threat-
ened to create environmental disaster. In 1983 some 3 million
hectares of prime tropical forest worth at least US$10 billion were
destroyed in a fire in Kalimantan Timur Province. The disastrous
scale of this fire was made possible by the piles of dead wood left
behind by the timber industry. Even discounting the calamitous
effects of the fire, in the mid-1980s Indonesia's deforestation rate
was the highest in Southeast Asia, at 700,000 hectares per year
and possibly as much as 1 million hectares per year. Although ad-
ditional deforestation came about as a result of the government-
sponsored Transmigration Program (transrnagrasi; see Glossary) in
uninhabited woodlands, in some cases the effects of this process
were mitigated by replacing the original forest cover with planta-
tion trees, such as coffee, rubber, or palm (see Migration, this ch.).
In many areas of Kalimantan, however, large sections of forest were
cleared, with little or no systematic effort at reforestation. Although
reforestation laws existed, they were rarely or only selectively en-
forced, leaving the bare land exposed to heavy rainfall, leaching,
and erosion. Because commercial logging permits were granted from
Jakarta, the local inhabitants of the forests had little say about land
use; in the mid-1980s, however, the government, through the
Department of Forestry, joined with the World Bank (see Glos-
sary) to develop a forestry management plan. The efforts resulted in
the first forest inventory since colonial times, seminal forestry re-
search, conservation and national parks programs, and development
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of a master plan by the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO—see Glossary) of the United Nations (UN).

National Territory: Rights and Responsibilities

The legal responsibility for Indonesia's environment continued
to be a matter of controversy in the early 1990s. Among the con-
tinuing concerns were those expressed in 1982 during the UN Con-
ference on the Law of the Sea. In this conference, Indonesia sought
to defend its March 1980 claim to a 200-nautical-mile exclusive
economic zone. Based on the doctrine of the political and security
unity of archipelagic land and sea space (wawasan nusantara), the
government asserted its rights to marine and geological resources
within this coastal zone. In all, the area claimed the government,
including the exclusive economic zone, was 7.9 million square
kilometers. Indonesia also claimed as its territory all sea areas
within a maritime belt of twelve nautical miles of the outer perimeter
of its islands. All straits, bays, and waters within this belt were con-
sidered inland seas by the government and amounted to around
93,000 square kilometers. The Strait of Malacca—one of the most
heavily traveled sea-lanes in the world—was considered by Indone-
sia and Malaysia to be their joint possession, and the two coun-
tries requested that other nations notify their governments before
moving warships through these waters. The United States and
several other nations rejected those claims, considering the strait
an international waterway.

During the 1980s and early 1990s, Indonesia was involved in
territorial disputes. One controversy concerned Indonesia's annex-
ation of the former colony of Portuguese Timor as Timor Timur
Province in 1976, an action which came under protest in the UN
and among human rights activists (see Human Rights and For-
eign Policy, ch. 4).

Another dispute involved Indonesia's conflict with Australia over
rights to the continental shelf off the coast of Timor. This problem
was resolved in 1991 by a bilateral agreement calling for joint eco-
nomic exploitation of the disputed area in the so-called "Timor
Gap." Still other controversies arose regarding overflight rights
in Irian Jaya (disputed with Papua New Guinea) and conflicting
claims to the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea by Brunei,
China, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam. Indonesia
played the role of mediator in the Spratly Islands controversy (see
Foreign Policy, ch. 4).

Even as Indonesia extended its claim to territory, international
environmental groups were pressingJakarta to accept environmen-
tal responsibility for those territories. Indonesia was encouraged
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to monitor pollution in its territorial waters and take legal action
to prevent the destruction of its rain forests. Since the late 1960s,
the government addressed increasing environmental problems by
establishing resource management programs, conducting environ-
mental impact analyses, developing better policy enforcement, and
enacting appropriate laws to give government officials proper
authority. Despite these efforts, overlapping competencies among
government departments and legal uncertainties about which
department had what authority slowed progress made against en-
vironmental degradation.

The Emerging Framework for the Indonesian Nation
Population

There was widespread agreement within the Indonesian govern-
ment and among foreign advisers that one of the most pressing
problems facing the nation in the early 1990s was overpopulation.
Although Indonesia still had high fertility rates, there were signifi-
cant reductions in these levels in the 1980s. The overall popula-
tion annual growth rate was reduced to an estimated 2.0 percent
by 1990, down from 2.2 in the 1975-80 period. The crude birth
rate declined from 48.8 births per 1,000 in 1968 to 29 per 1,000
in 1990. Although the widely publicized goal of 22 per 1,000 by
1991 was not achieved, the results were impressive for a country
the size of Indonesia. The effect of the programs of the National
Family Planning Coordinating Agency (BKKBN; for this and other
acronyms, see table A) was particularly dramatic in Java, Bali, and
in urban areas in Sumatra and Kalimantan, despite cutbacks in
funding. The success of the program in these areas seemed to be
directly linked to the improved education of women, their increasing
tendency to postpone marriage, and, most important, to a grow-
ing awareness and effective use of modern contraceptives.

The reason behind Indonesia's overall decline in fertility rates
was a matter of debate in 1992 because it was not clear that eco-
nomic conditions had improved for most Indonesians during the
1970s and 1980s (the middle class did experience some improve-
ment). Indeed, although the number of poor decreased in the 1970s
and 1980s, landlessness, malnutrition, and social and economic in-
equality may have increased for many of the rural poor. However,
some observers argued that, despite the lack of social and economic
improvements among Indonesia's poor, easy availability of birth
control procedures, mass education, and more mobile family struc-
tures may be sufficient to explain this impressive change.
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Even though Indonesia's growth rate had decreased over the de-
cades since independence, the population continued to grow and
population density increased significantly, particularly on the main
islands (see table 3; table 4, Appendix). ByJuly 1992, Indonesia's
population had reached 195,683,531, with an annual growth rate
of 1.7 percent, according to United States estimates. The Indone-
sians themselves claimed 179,322,000 in their 1990 census, and
various foreign estimates for 1992 ranged between 183 million and
184 million, with a 1.7 percent growth rate. Population growth
placed enormous pressures on land, the education system, and other
social resources, and was closely linked to the dramatic rise in popu-
lation mobility and urbanization. At such rates of growth, the popu-
lation was expected to double by 2025. Even if birth control
programs in place in the early 1990s succeeded beyond expecta-
tions and each Indonesian woman had only two children, Indone-
sia's population was still so young that huge numbers of women
would reach their child-bearing years in the first decades of the
twenty-first century (see fig. 6). This tremendous ballooning of the
younger population groups virtually ensured that overpopulation
would continue to be a major source of concern well into the next
century. By the year 2000, Indonesia's population was projected
to reach at least 210 million, with the country maintaining its po-
sition as the fourth most populous nation on earth.

Although Indonesia's demographic situation was cause for great
concern, in this regard the country had much in common with the
situation in other Third World nations. Indeed, in some respects
Indonesia was slightly better off than other developing countries
in the early 1990s because it had initiated some of the world's most
ambitious programs to control its population problem. The key
features of these initiatives were the national birth control program
and the massive Transmigration Program, in which some 730,000
families were relocated to underpopulated areas of the country.

The population problem was most dramatic among the rice-
growing peasants of Java and Bali and in cities, particularly Jakarta,
Surabaya, Bandung, and Medan. In 1980 the islands of Java,
Madura, and Bali, which comprised 6.9 percent of the nation's
land area, were home to 63.6 percent of Indonesia's population.
These major islands had a population density of more than 500
persons per square kilometer, five times that of the most densely
populated Outer Islands.

The inability of these islands to support ever larger populations
on ever smaller plots of land was apparent in 1992, particularly
to the farmers themselves. Although the intensification of padi
agriculture had for decades permitted the absorption of this rising
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POPULATION IN THOUSANDS

Source: Based on information from United Nations, Department of International Economic
and Social Affairs, Global Estimates and Projections of Population by Sex and Age, New
York, 1989, 210.

Figure 6. Population by Age and Sex, 1988

labor force, the rural poor from Java, Bali, and Madura were leav-
ing their native areas to seek more land and opportunity elsewhere.
Attempts at significant land reform, which might have improved
the peasants' lot, were stalled—if not abandoned—in many areas
of Java because of riots and massacres following the alleged com-
munist coup attempt of 1965 (see The Coup and its Aftermath,
ch. 1). Reformers were cautious about raising the issue of land redis-
tribution for fear of being branded communists.

Urbanization
One of the most significant trends in Indonesian society in the

1970s and 1980s was urbanization. Although cities in Indonesia
were not a new phenomenon, from 1971 to 1990 the percentage
of the population living in urban areas rose from 17 percent to nearly
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31 percent nationally. Surveys showed that the movement toward
urban areas, particularly to WestJava and to southeastern Sulawesi,
Kalimantan, and other islands, stemmed not from the innate lure
of the cities but from the lack of employment in the countryside.
Migrants seemed to view the pollution, crime, anonymity, and
grinding poverty of the city as short-term discomforts that would
eventually give way to a better life. For high-school and college
graduates with no prospects for employment in the rural areas, this
may in fact have been a correct assumption. But for those migrants
without capital or qualifications, the main hope for employment
was in the so-called "informal sector": street vending, scaveng-
ing, and short-term day labor. Many migrants also cultivated tiny
but nutritionally important gardens.

Most urban growth was in cities of more than 1 million in size.
Jakarta's population—i i .5 million in 1990—was projected to rise
to 16.9 million by 2000; that figure would make it the eleventh
largest city in the world. Although the capital enjoyed a dispropor-
tionate amount of the nation's resources—with 30 percent of all
telephones in the country, 25 percent of all cars, and 30 percent
of all physicians—anthropologist P.D. Milone observed in the
mid-1960s that "Jakarta has never been a true 'primate' city in
terms of being the only center for economic, political, administra-
tive, higher education, and technical functions" in the way that,
for example, Bangkok has been for Thailand. Surabaya has always
been a major import-export center and a major naval station, and
Bandung has been a center for transportation, higher education,
and industry. Nonetheless, in terms of population growth and as
a symbol of the centralization of power in the nation, Jakarta has
steadily grown in importance.

Migration
Although Indonesians—particularly Javanese—are sometimes

stereotyped as highly immobile, rarely venturing out beyond the
confines of their vifiage environment, this image may be attributable
to a lack of clear data and an extraordinarily complex pattern of
movement in the population. By the early 1990s, outmigration had
become as common a response to overcrowded conditions caused
by rising population as resigned acceptance of impoverishment.
Central Javanese, in particular, were leaving their home region
in record numbers. The number of allJavanese leaving the island
permanently was growing: there was a 73 percent increase in out-
migration from 1971 to 1980. Some 6 percent of the population
of the other islands was Javanese by 1980. Whereas most Indone-
sians who moved from one region to another did so on their own,
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some migration was organized by the government-sponsored Trans-
migration Program. From 1969 to 1989, some 730,000 families
were relocated by this program from the overpopulated islands of
Java, Bali, and Madura to less populated islands. Nearly half of
these migrants went to Sumatra, particularly its southern provinces.
Smaller numbers went to Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Maluku, and Irian
Jaya. The overall impact on population problems in Java and Bali
was limited, however, and there were increasing problems in finding
suitable land on the other islands. Land disputes with indigenous
inhabitants, deforestation, and problems of agricultural produc-
tivity and social infrastructure presented continuing difficulties for
this program.

During this period, Indonesians were also engaging in what
demographers call "circular migration" and other kinds of com-
muting in greater numbers than ever before. This trend was linked
in part to the exponential increase in the number of motor vehi-
cles, from 3 per 1,000 in the 1960s to 26.2 per 1,000 in 1980 to
46.3 per 1,000 in 1990. With the widespread availability of public
bus transportation among cities and villages, many workers com-
muted fifty kilometers or more daily to work. Other workers lived
away from their homes for several days at a time in order to work.
The World Bank estimated that 25 percent of rural households had
at least one family member working for part of the year in an ur-
ban area.

Although the implications of this migration on the social and
economic conditions of the nation remained unclear, without ques-
tion Indonesians of different ethnic backgrounds and occupations
increasingly intermingled. They also found themselves in circum-
stances where they could not rely on kin and village networks for
social support, and so looked to government services for help. Two
important areas in which government services provided support
were education and health care (see Education; Health this ch.).

Social Classes

The experiences of population mobility in the archipelago under-
score the continuing importance of social stratification in Indonesia.
In 1992 the definition and function of social classes in Indone-
sia, however, was a matter of considerable controversy. Schol-
ars and policy analysts debated the degree to which social classes
could be defined in ethnic, economic, religious, or political terms.
Although few would dispute that Indonesia was a highly stratified
society, it was nonetheless difficult to identify an "upper class."
Hereditary ruling classes and traditional elites—reinforced by their
positions in the Dutch colonial bureaucracy—no longer possessed
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unchallenged access to political power and wealth. Indeed, they
could not even claim to be an elite culture in the late twentieth
century. The powerful generals (mostly Javanese) and capitalists
(mostly ethnic Chinese capitalists—cukong) of the postindependence
period were newcomers to their positions, and, apart from extrava-
gant conspicuous consumption, in the early 1990s they demonstrated
few clear institutional and cultural patterns that suggested they were
a unitary group (see Political Dynamics, ch. 4; Personnel, ch. 5).

Defining a lower class in Indonesia is equally difficult. Even
before the banning of the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) in
1965, Indonesia's poor formed alliances that had less to do with
class than with economics, religion, and community ties. In some
cases, the poor peasantry identified across class lines with ortho-
dox Muslim (santri—see Glossary) landowners on the basis of their
common religious affiliation. This alliance was particularly evident
in lowland East Java. In other cases, small landowners united
against both the Islamic right wing and Chinese entrepreneurs.
There also were divisions between the indigenous, or long-settled
peoples (pribumi—see Glossary), and later Chinese and Arab immi-
grants. The oil boom of the 1970s affected society and income dis-
tribution in ways that benefited the landed peasantry and the urban
middle class. However, no independent social groups based on lower
class affiliations emerged as a major political force. Although in-
come disparities remained a major cause of concern, the number
of poor Indonesians decreased in the 1970s and 1980s.

Between the nation's poor and privileged classes lay a complex
mosaic of middle-class groups. Although the very existence of a
bourgeoisie in any traditional sense was questioned by some, others,
like economist Howard W. Dick, argued that there was a middle
class united not by any political vision, economic interests, ethnic
identification, or even income levels, but by patterns of consump-
tion. This group liked to buy television sets, motorcycles, news-
papers, and videocassettes. What set this middle class apart in 1992
was not how much its members consumed, but how they did it.
"Among the rakyat [lower class]," reported Dick, "consumer dura-
bles are shared: it is anti-social to restrict the access of one's neigh-
bors. Middle class households, by contrast, confine the enjoyment
of such goods to members of the household. Fences are raised, doors
locked and windows barred." In this view, the middle class of the
early 1990s defined itself in relation to lower (not upper) classes,
and did so by the way it consumed goods. The role of Islam, wom-
en, and regional ethnic identifications in this developing national
culture, however, was very poorly understood.
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Religion and Worldview
Religion in Indonesia was a complex and volatile issue in the

early 1990s, one not easily analyzed in terms of social class, region,
or ethnic group. Although Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, Bud-
dhism, and other religions influenced many aspects of life, the
government generally discouraged religious groups from playing
a political role. The state guaranteed tolerance for certain religions
(agama) regarded as monotheistic by the government, including Is-
lam, Christianity, Hinduism, and Buddhism, but only as long as
these creeds remained outside of politics.

Islam

Islam was the dominant religion by far in Indonesia, with the
greatest number of religious adherents: around 143 million peo-
ple, or 86.9 percent of the population, in 1985. When adjusted for
1992 estimates, the figure represents between 160 million and 170
million adherents (see table 5, Appendix). This high percentage
of Muslims made Indonesia the largest Islamic country in the world
in the early 1990s. Within the nation, most provinces and islands
had majority populations of Islamic adherents (ranging from just
above 50 percent in Kalimantan Barat and Maluku provinces to
as much as 97.8 percent in the Special Region of Aceh) (see table
6, Appendix).

According to orthodox practice, Islam is a strictly monotheistic
religion in which God (Allah or Tuhan) is a pervasive, if some-
what distant, figure. The Prophet Muhammad is not deified, but
is regarded as a human who was selected by God to spread the
word to others through the Quran, Islam's holiest book, the re-
vealed word of God. Islam is a religion based on high moral prin-
ciples, and an important part of being a Muslim is commitment
to these principles. Islamic law (sharia; in Indonesian, syariah—
see Glossary) is based on the Quran; the sunna, Islamic tradition,
which includes the hadith (hadis in Indonesian), the actions and say-
ings of Muhammad; jma, the consensus of a local group of Islam-
ic jurisprudents and, sometimes, the whole Muslim community;
and qyas or reasoning through analogy. Islam is universalist, and,
in theory, there are no national, racial, or ethnic criteria for con-
version. The major branches of Islam are those adhered to by the
Sunni (see Glossary) and Shia (see Glossary) Muslims.

To a significant degree, the striking variations in the practice
and interpretation of Islam—in a much less austere form than that
practiced in the Middle East—in various parts of Indonesia reflect
its complex history. Introduced piecemeal by various traders and
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wandering mystics from India, Islam first gained a foothold be-
tween the twelfth and fifteenth centuries in coastal regions of
Sumatra, northern Java, and Kalimantan. Islam probably came
to these regions in the form of mystical Sufi (see Glossary) tradi-
tion. Sufism easily gained local acceptance and became synthesized
with local customs. The introduction of Islam to the islands was
not always peaceful, however. As Islamized port towns undermined
the waning power of the East Javanese Hindu-Buddhist Majapa-
hit kingdom in the sixteenth century, Javanese elites fled to Bali,
where over 2.5 million people kept their own version of Hinduism
alive (see The Coming of Islam, ch. 1). Unlike coastal Sumatra,
where Islam was adopted by elites and masses alike, partly as a
way to counter the economic and political power of the Hindu-
Buddhist kingdoms, in the interior ofJava the elites only gradual-
ly accepted Islam, and then only as a formal legal and religious
context for Javanese spiritual culture.

These historical processes gave rise to enduring tensions between
orthodox Muslims and more syncretistic, locally based religion—
tensions that were still visible in the early 1990s. On Java, for in-
stance, this tension was expressed in a contrast between santri and
abangan (see Glossary), an indigenous blend of native and Hindu-
Buddhist beliefs with Islamic practices sometimes also called Javanism,
kejawen, agarnajawa, or kebatinan (see Glossary). The terms and pre-
cise nature of this opposition were still in dispute in the early 1990s.
On Java, however, santri not only referred to a person who was
consciously and exclusively Muslim but also described persons who
had removed themselves from the secular world to concentrate on
devotional activities in Islamic schools called pesantren—literally the
place of the santri (see Islamic Schools, this ch.).

In contrast to the Mecca-oriented philosophy of most santri, there
was the current of kebatinan, which is an amalgam of animism,
Hindu-Buddhist, and Islamic—especially Sufi—beliefs. This loosely
organized current of thought and practice, was legitimized in the
1945 constitution; and, in 1973, when it was recognized as one
of the agama, President Suharto counted himself as one of its ad-
herents. Kebatinan is generally characterized as mystical, and some
varieties were concerned with spiritual selfcontrol. Although there
were many varieties circulating in 1992, kebatinan often implies pan-
theistic worship because it encourages sacrifices and devotions to
local and ancestral spirits. These spirits are believed to inhabit natur-
al objects, human beings, artifacts, and grave sites of important
wali (Muslim saints). Illness and other misfortunes are traced to
such spirits, and if sacrifices or pilgrimages fail to placate angry
deities, the advice of a dukun or healer is sought. Kebatinan, although
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it connotes a turning away from the militant universalism of ortho-
dox Islam, moves toward a more internalized universalism. In this
way, kebatinan moves toward eliminating the distinction between
the universal and the local, the communal and the individual.

Another important tension dividing Indonesian Muslims was the
conflict between traditionalism and modernism. The nature of these
differences was complex, confusing, and a matter of considerable
debate in the early 1990s, but traditionalists generally rejected the
modernists' interest in absorbing educational and organizational
principles from the West. Specifically, traditionalists were suspi-
cious of modernists' support of the urban madrasa, a reformist school
that included the teaching of secular topics. The modernists' goal
of taking Islam out of the pesantren and carrying it to the people
was opposed by the traditionalists because it threatened to under-
mine the authority of the kyai (religious leaders). Traditionalists
also sought, unsuccessfully, to add a clause to the first tenet of the
Pancasila state ideology requiring that, in effect, all Muslims ad-
here to the sharia. On the other hand, modernists accused tradi-
tionalists of escapist unrealism in the face of change; some even
hinted that santri harbored greater loyalty towards the ummali (con-
gregation of believers) of Islam than to the secular Indonesian state.

Despite these differences, the traditionalist Nahdlatul Ulama
(literally, Revival of the Religious Scholars, also known as the Mus-
lim Scholars' League), the progressive Consultative Council of
Indonesian Muslims (Masyumi), and two other parties were for-
cibly streamlined into a single Islamic political party in 1973—the
United Development Party (PPP) (see Political Parties, ch. 4). Such
cleavages may have weakened Islam as an organized political en-
tity, as demonstrated by the withdrawal of the Nahdlatul Ulama
from active political competition, but as a popular religious force
Islam showed signs of good health and a capacity to frame national
debates in the 1990s.

Christianity

Although Christianity—Roman Catholicism and Protestantism—
was the most rapidly growing religion in Indonesia in the 1980s,
its numbers were small compared to Islam (9 percent of the popu-
lation compared to 86.9 percent Muslim in 1985). Christianity had
a long history in the islands, with Portuguese Jesuits and Domini-
cans operating in the Malukus, southern Sulawesi, and Timor in the
sixteenth century. When the Dutch defeated Portugal in 1605, how-
ever, Catholic missionaries were expelled, and the Calvinist Dutch
Reformed Church was virtually the only Christian influence in the
region for 300 years. Whereas the United East Indies Company
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Mosque in Malang, Jawa Timur
Courtesy Hermine L. Dreyfuss

A Hindu temple near Ubud, Bali
Courtesy Hermine L. Dreyfuss
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(VOC) was primarily a secular and not a religious enterprise, and
because Calvinism was a strict, austere, and intellectually uncom-
promising variety of Christianity that demanded a thorough un-
derstanding of what, for Indonesians, were foreign scriptures,
Christianity advanced little in Indonesia until the nineteenth cen-
tury. Only a few small communities endured in Java, Maluku,
northern Sulawesi, and Nusa Tenggara (primarily Roti and Timor).
After the dissolution of the VOC in 1799, and the adoption of a
more comprehensive view of their mission in the archipelago, the
Dutch permitted proselytizing in the territory. This evangelical free-
dom was put to use by the more tolerant German Lutherans, who
began work among the Batak of Sumatra in 1861, and by the Dutch
Rhenish Mission in central Kalimantan and central Sulawesi. In
addition, Jesuits established successful missions, schools, and hospi-
tals throughout the islands of Flores, Timor, and Alor.

The twentieth century witnessed the influx of many new Prot-
estant missionary groups, as well as the continued growth of Ca-
tholicism and of large regional and reformed Lutheran churches.
Following the 1965 coup attempt, all nonreligious persons were
labelled atheists and hence were vulnerable to accusations of har-
boring communist sympathies. At that time, Christian churches
of all varieties experienced explosive growth in membership, par-
ticularly among those people who felt uncomfortable with the po-
litical aspirations of Islamic parties.

In the 1990s, the majority of Christians in Indonesia were Prot-
estants of one affiliation or another, with particularly large concen-
trations found in Sumatra Utara, IrianJaya, Maluku, Kalimantan
Tengah, Sulawesi Tengah, and Sulawesi Utara. Catholic congre-
gations grew less rapidly in the 1980s, in part because of the church's
heavy reliance on European personnel. These Europeans ex-
perienced increasing restrictions on their missionary activities im-
posed by the Muslim-dominated Department of Religious Affairs.
Large concentrations of Roman Catholics were located in Kaliman-
tan Barat, Irian Jaya, Nusa Tenggara Timur, and Timor Timur
provinces (see Local Government, ch. 4).

Hinduism
Hinduism is an amalgam of related traditions and cults that seeks

to explain cosmology in primarily deistic terms. The religion has
countless gods but no exclusive creed. One of Hinduism's primary
ethical concerns is the concept of ritual purity. Another important
distinguishing feature, which helps maintain the ritual purity, is
the division of society into the traditional occupational groups, or
varna (literally, color), of Hinduism: Brahmans (priests, brahmana
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in Indonesian), Kshatriya (ruler-warriors, satrya in Indonesian),
Vaishya (merchants-farmers, waisya in Indonesian), and Shudra
(commoners-servants, sudra in Indonesian).

Like Islam and Buddhism, Hinduism was greatly modified when
adapted to Indonesian society. The caste system, although present
in form, was never rigidily applied. The Hindu religious epics, the
Mahabharata (Great Battle of the Descendants of Bharata) and the
Ramayana (The Travels of Rama), became enduring traditions
among Indonesian believers, expressed in shadow puppet (wayang—
see Glossary) and dance performances.

Hinduism in Indonesia is primarily associated with Bali. Hin-
du believers in the early 1990s were relatively few outside of Bali,
where they made up more than 93 percent of the population. Others
were scattered throughout the other twenty-six provincial-level
units. Among these non-Bali communities were groups labeled as
Hindu by the government—for example, the adherents of the Ka-
haringan religion in Kalimantan Tengah, where government statis-
tics counted Hindus as 15.8 percent of the population (see Ethnic
Minorities, this ch.). Nationally, Hindus represented only around
2 percent of the populaiton in the early 1990s.

It is difficult to describe the Balinese version of Hinduism in the
same doctrinal terms as Islam and Christianity, since this unique
form of religious expression is deeply interwoven with art and ritual,
and is less closely preoccupied with scripture, law, and belief.
Balinese Hinduism lacks the traditional Hindu emphasis on cycles
of rebirth and reincarnation, but instead is concerned with a myriad
of local and ancestral spirits. As with kebatinan, these deities are
thought to be capable of harm. Balinese place great emphasis on
dramatic and aesthetically satisfying acts of ritual propitiation of
these spirits at temple sites scattered throughout villages and in the
countryside. Each of these temples has a more or less fixed mem-
bership; every Balinese belongs to a temple by virtue of descent,
residence, or some mystical revelation of affiliation. Some temples
are associated with the family house compound, others are associ-
ated with rice fields, and still others with key geographic sites. Ritu-
alized states of self-control (or lack thereof) are a notable feature
of religious expression among the people, famous for their grace-
ful and decorous behavior. One key ceremony at a village temple,
for instance, features a special performance of a dance-drama (a
battle between the mythical characters Rangda the witch and
Barong the dragon), in which performers fall into a trance and at-
tempt to stab themselves with sharp knives.

Rituals of the life cycle are also important occasions for religious
expression and artistic display. Ceremonies at puberty, marriage,
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and, most notably, cremation at death provide opportunities for
Balinese to communicate their ideas about community, status, and
the afterlife. (The tourist industry has not only supported spectacular
cremation ceremonies among Balinese of modest means, but also
has created a greater demand for them.)

Balinese religion is hierarchically organized, with one small seg-
ment of the aristocracy—the Brahman, or priestly, class—being
the most prestigious. A Brahman priest is not affiliated with any
temple but acts as a spiritual leader and adviser to individual fami-
lies in various villages scattered over the island. These priests are
consulted when ceremonies requiring holy water are conducted.
On other occasions, folk healers or curers may be hired.

Buddhism

Indonesian Buddhism in the early 1990s was the unstable product
of complex accommodations among religious ideology, Chinese eth-
nic identification, and political policy. Traditionally, Chinese Dao-
ism (or Taoism), Confucianism, (agama Konghucu in Indonesian)
and Buddhism, as well as the more nativist Buddhist Perbuddhi,
all had adherents in the ethnic Chinese community. Following the
attempted coup of 1965, any hint of deviation from the monotheistic
tenets of the Pancasila was regarded as treason, and the founder
of Perbuddhi, Bhikku AshinJinarakkhita, proposed that there was
a single supreme deity, Sang Hyang Adi Buddha. He sought con-
firmation for this uniquely Indonesian version of Buddhism in an-
cient Javanese texts and even in the shape of the Buddhist temple
complex at Borobudur injawa Tengah Province. In the years fol-
lowing the 1965 abortive coup, when all citizens were required to
register with a specific religious denomination or be suspected of
communist sympathies, the number of Buddhists swelled; some
ninety new monasteries were built. In 1987 there were seven schools
of Buddhism affiliated with the Perwalian Umat Buddha Indone-
sia (Walubi): Theravada, Buddhayana, Mahayana, Tridharma,
Kasogatan, Maitreya, and Nichiren. According to a 1987 estimate,
there were roughly 2.5 million followers of Buddhism, with 1 mil-
lion of these affiliated with Theravada Buddhism and roughly 0.5
million belonging to the Buddhayana sect founded byJinarakkhita.
Other estimates placed Buddhists at around only 1 percent of the
population, or less than 2 million. Buddhism was gaining in num-
bers because of the uncertain status of Confucianism. Confucian-
ism was officially tolerated by the government, but since it was
regarded as a system of ethical relations rather than a religion per
se, it was not represented in the Department of Religious Affairs.
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Although various sects approach Buddhist doctrine in different
ways, a central feature of the religion is acknowledgment of the
Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path. The Four Noble Truths
involve the recognition that all existence is full of suffering; the
origin of suffering is the craving for worldly objects; suffering ceases
when craving ceases; and the Eightfold Path leads to enlighten-
ment. The Eightfold Path invokes perfect views, resolve, speech,
conduct, livelihood, effort, mindfulness, and concentration.

Buddhism originally was an intellectual creed, and only margin-
ally concerned with the supernatural. However, political necessity
and the personal emotional desire to be shielded from the terrors
of the world by a powerful deity have led to modifications. In many
ways, Buddhism is highly individualistic, with each man and woman
held responsible for his or her own self. Anyone can meditate alone;
no temple is required, and no clergy is needed to act as intermedi-
ary. The community provides pagodas and temples to inspire the
proper frame of mind to assist the worshippers in their devotion
and self-awareness.

The Emerging National Culture
Living Environments

The government of Indonesia saw itself in the early 1990s as hav-
ing a responsibility to advance a national culture, a project that
was linked to requirements of national development and political
integration. Government mandates aside, however, as more and
more of the Indonesian population sought employment in large,
poorly integrated cities consisting of diverse ethnic groups, the con-
cept of a national culture had great appeal as a way of regulating
these changing urban environments. Although the central govern-
ment attempted to guide the formation of this culture through edu-
cation curricula, national holiday celebrations, and careful control
of the national media (popular art, television, and print media),
this emerging culture came about only partly through central plan-
ning (see The Media, ch. 4). Evidence of an Indonesian national
culture also appeared in the far less controlled layout and social
organization of cities; routines of social interaction using the offi-
cial national language, Bahasa Indonesia; patterns of eating and
preparing food; the viewing of team sports, such as soccer, bad-
minton, and volleyball; motion pictures; and material displays of
wealth.

In most cities, the heart of the urban culture was a commercial
sector surrounding a central square. Although the Dutch left a
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legacy of a basic civil architecture and street plans for many cities
in Java and a few in Sumatra and Bali, most cities failed to ex-
perience a level of improved urban design and services commen-
surate with their tremendous population growth. As a result, many
cities had a rural character, with very simple sanitation, housing,
and transportation facilities. Jakarta, Surabaya, and Medan were
among the few cities that had modern-looking business districts;
in smaller cities, the typical commercial building was still the small,
tin-roofed Chinese store with removable wooden doors opening out
onto the street.

Indonesian cities in the late twentieth century were internally
segmented in complex, overlapping ways that differentiated eth-
nic groups, income levels, and professional specializations. There
were some neighborhoods that tended to house well-to-do business
owners, foreign diplomats, and high-level government officials,
whereas other areas tended to be home to migrant communities
from the rural areas. However, the boundaries between one area
and another were often far from clear. For example, although many
well-to-do and mid-level civil servants and white collar workers were
often presented in motion pictures and television as more closely
identified with the national culture than with any ethnic group,
affiliations actually cut across class lines in complex and shifting
ways (see Social Classes, this ch.). Indeed, many recent migrants
retained strong ties to their ethnic homelands, viewing their stay
in the cities as temporary.

Language

The major languages of Indonesia are Austronesian. Austrone-
sian is a family of agglutinative languages spoken in the area bound-
ed by Madagascar in the western Indian Ocean and Easter Island
in the eastern Pacific Ocean. There is a considerable diversity in
the languages used in Indonesia. No less than 669 languages—the
vast majority are Austronesian, the rest are Papuan and found in
parts of Timor, Irian Jaya, and Halmahera—have been account-
ed for.

Based on very rough estimates that cannot be adequately vali-
dated, in the mid-1980s the primary languages spoken by 1 mil-
lion or more people included Javanese (70 million), Sundanese (25
million), Malay (10 million), Madurese (9 million), Minangkabau
(7.5 million), Bahasa Indonesia (or Indonesian, 6.7 million; see
Glossary), Balinese (3 million), Buginese (2.5 million), Acehnese
(2.2 million), Toba Batak (2 million), Banjarese (1.8 million),
Makassarese (1.5 million), Sasak (1.5 million), Lampung (1.5
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million), Dairi Batak (1.2 million), and Rejang (1 million). Addi-
tionally, some 2 million inhabitants also spoke one of several dia-
lects of Chinese.

Perhaps the central feature of the Indonesian national culture
in the late twentieth century was the Indonesian language. Malay
was used for centuries as a lingua franca in many parts of the archi-
pelago. The term Bahasa Indonesia, which refers to a modified
form of Malay, was coined by Indonesian nationalists in 1928 and
became a symbol of national unity during the struggle for indepen-
dence (see The National Revolution, 1945—49, ch. 1). Bahasa In-
donesia was spoken in more than 90 percent of households in
Jakarta, but outside the capital only 10 to 15 percent of the popu-
lation spoke the language at home. In Javanese areas, only 1 to
5 percent of the people spoke Bahasa Indonesia in the home. Na-
tionwide, however, some 6.7 million Indonesians used Bahasa In-
donesia as a primary language and more than 100 million others
used it as a secondary language. In the early 1990s, it was primar-
ily the language of government bureaucracy, schools, national print
and electronic media, and interethnic communication. In many
provinces, it was the language of communication between Chinese
shopkeepers and their non-Chinese patrons.

Although Bahasa Indonesia is infused with highly distinctive ac-
cents in some regions (particularly in Majuku, parts of Nusa Teng-
gara, and in Jakarta), there are many similarities in patterns of
use across the archipelago. One widespread feature concerns the
variations in speech use depending on the rank or status of the
speaking partner. This feature is not as complex as that found in
the elaborately hierarchical Javanese language, but it is nonethe-
less important. Respected elders are typically addressed in kinship
terms—bapak (father or elder) or ibu (mother). The use of second
person pronouns in direct address is generally avoided in favor of
more indirect references unless speaker and listeners are on inti-
mate terms. A subtle grading of terms is also employed when offer-
ing things to someone and when issuing directives. Different ways
of saying "please [do something]," for instance, vary in formality.
When speaking Indonesian, it is sometimes awkward to make direct
negations of factual states, such as "I have no children" (saya ti-
dak punya anak); it is preferable to treat certain events as being in
process and therefore to say "not yet." In casual contexts, however,
such as when speaking to cab drivers, street peddlers, and close
friends, formal textbook Indonesian often gives way to the more
ironic, sly, and earthy urban dialects.
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Food, Clothing, and Popular Culture

Many foods could be found in nearly every corner of the ar-
chipelago in the 1990s. Rice was a national staple, even in areas
such as eastern Indonesia, where the main source of most starch
was likely to be corn (known as maize in Indonesia), cassava, taro,
or sago. On ceremonial occasions—modern weddings, funerals,
or state functions—foods such as sate (small pieces of meat roasted
on a skewer), Icrupuk (fried shrimp- or fish-flavored chips made with
rice flour), and highly spiced curries of chicken and goat were com-
monly served. In public events, these foods were often placed on
a table, served at room temperature, and guests served themselves
buffet style. Rice was placed in the center of the plate, with meats
or other condiments around the edges. Food was eaten—usually
quite rapidly and without speaking—with the fingertips or with
a spoon and fork. Water was generally drunk only after the meal,
when men (rarely women) smoked their distinctive clove-scented
kretek cigarettes.

In the early 1990s, men wore batik shirts with no tie and Out-
side the trousers on many formal national occasions. A hat was
usually a black felt cap, or peci, once associated with Muslims or
Malays but having acquired a more secular, national meaning in
the postindependence period. Indonesian men generally wore
sarongs only in the home or on informal occasions. Women, on
the other hand, wore sarongs on formal occasions, along with the
kebaya, a tight, low-cut, long-sleeved blouse. On these occasions,
women often tied their hair into a bun, or attached a false hair-
piece. In addition, they might carry a selendang, a long stretch of
cloth draped over the shoulder, which on less formal occasions was
used to carry babies or objects.

Urban Indonesian night life in the early 1990s centered around
night markets, shopping in Chinese toko (stores), food stalls called
warung, and the Indonesian cinema. American anthropologist Karl
Heider described Indonesian motion pictures as violent, rarely sexy,
and often Indian and Western in inspiration. Although they were
an important part of Indonesian national culture in the early 1990s,
films did not necessarily mirror accurately the facts of Indonesian
life. According to Heider, most (85.1 percent) Indonesian-made
films were set in cities—even though the population was largely
rural—and most films employed Bahasa Indonesia even though
most viewers were Javanese. There was rarely mention of religion
or ethnicity, even though most of the population had a religious
affiliation (see Religion and Worldview, this ch.). The social class
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depicted was almost always (92 percent) middle class, despite the
fact that Indonesia's middle class was relatively small. Heider ob-
served that Westerners were unambiguously presented as modern,
as having no tradition whatsoever, and Western women were
presented as having no constraints on their sexuality. The audiences
for films consisted almost entirely of teenagers and young adults,
and were more male than female.

Adults seemed to prefer television over cinema, and the num-
ber of television sets in Indonesian households rose dramatically
in the 1980s (see table 7, Appendix). Nearly every corner of the
archipelago had television relay stations permitting reception of one
or more channels of tightly conrolled government programs. These
programs generally featured education, entertainment, and some
unsubtitled foreign serials such as "Kojak" and "Dynasty" (see
Post and Telecommunications, ch. 3). In addition, some adver-
tisements of consumer items appeared on television. National and
international news was highly popular, even in remote areas, and
contained many descriptions of government development programs.
Nearly all of the programming in the early 1 990s was in Bahasa
Indonesia, although some local arts programs were conducted in
regional languages. The most popular televised programs were
sports events, such as soccer, boxing, and volleyball.

Sources of Local Identification
Tradition and Multiethnicity

In the early 1990s, Indonesia's society was divided into numer-
ous ethnic groups and minorities (see table 8, Appendix). The larg-
est group were the Javanese at 45 percent of the total population.
Sundanese made up 14 percent, followed by Madurese, 7.5 per-
cent, and coastal Malays, 7.5 percent. As a sign of Indonesia's
diverse population, fully 26 percent of the population in 1992 con-
sisted of numerous small ethnic groups or minorities. The extent
of this diversity is unknown, however, because Indonesian cen-
suses do not collect data on ethnicity.

As this increasingly mobile, multiethnic nation moved into its
fifth decade of independence, Indonesians were made aware—
through education, television, cinema, print media, and national
parks—of the diversity of their own society. When Indonesians talk
about their cultural differences with one another, one of the first
words they use is adat (custom or tradition). This term adal is roughly
translated as "custom" or "tradition," but its meaning has undergone
a number of transformations in Indonesia. In some circumstances,
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for instance, adat has a kind of legal status—certain adat laws (hu-
kum adat) are recognized by the government as legitimate. These
ancestral customs may pertain to a wide range of activities: agricul-
tural production, religious practices, marriage arrangements, legal
practices, political succession, or artistic expressions.

Despite the fact that the vast majority of Indonesians are Mus-
lim, they maintain very different social identifications. For exam-
ple, when Javanese try to explain the behavior of a Sundanese or
a Balinese counterpart, they might say "because it is his adat."
Differences in the ways ethnic groups practice Islam are often
ascribed to adat. Each group may have slightly different patterns
of observing religious holidays, attending the mosque, expressing
respect, or burying the dead.

Although adat in the sense of "custom" is often viewed as one
of the deepest—even sacred—sources of consensus within an eth-
nic group, the word itself is actually of foreign derivation—originally
from the Arabic. Through centuries of contact with outsiders, In-
donesians have a long history of contrasting themselves and their
traditions with those of others, and their notions of who they are
as a people have been shaped in integral ways by these encoun-
ters. On the more isolated islands in eastern Indonesia, for instance,
one finds ethnic groups that have no word for adat because they
have had very little contact with outsiders.

In the 1970s and 1980s, the notion of adat came to take on a
national significance in touristic settings such as Balinese artistic
performances and in museum displays. Taman Mini, a kind of
ethnographic theme park located on the outskirts of Jakarta, seeks
to display and interpret the cultural variation of Indonesia. From
its groundbreaking in 1971 and continuing after its completion in
1975, the park was surrounded in controversy, not least because
its construction displaced hundreds of villagers whose land was
seized in order to finish the job. Nonetheless, a 100-hectare park
was landscaped to look like the archipelago of Indonesia in minia-
ture when viewed from an overhead tramway. A house from each
province represents the vernacular architecture of the region. Dis-
tinctive local hand weapons, textiles, and books explaining the cus-
toms of the region were sold. The powerful message of the park
is that adat is contained in objective, material culture, that it is aes-
thetically pleasing and indeed marketable, but that it is more or
less distinct from everyday social life. Furthermore, the exhibits
conveyed the impression that ethnicity is a relatively simple aes-
thetic matter of regional and spatial variations rather than a matter
of deep emotional or political attachments. However, the park pro-
vided visitors with a vivid and attractive (if not always convincing)
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model for how the Indonesian national motto—Unity in Diversity
(Bhinneka Tunggal Ika, a Javanese motto dating to the fifteenth
century Kingdom of Majapahit)—might be understood.

When Indonesians talk about their society in inclusive terms,
they are more likely to use a word like budaya (culture) than adat.
One speaks of kebudayaan Indonesia, the "culture of Indonesia," as
something grand, and while doing so refers to traditions of refine-
ment and high civilization. The Hinduized dances, music, and liter-
ature of Java and Bali and the great monuments associated with
their religion are often described as examples of "culture" or "civili-
zation" but not "custom." However, as the following descriptions
show, the wide variety of sources of local identification underscore
the diversity rather than the unity of the Indonesian population.

Javanese

There were approximately 70 million Javanese in the early 1990s,
the majority of whom lived in East Java and Central Java and the
rest of whom lived on Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and other
islands. Altogether, some 100 million people lived on Java.
Although many Javanese expressed pride at the grand achievements
of the illustrious courts of Surakarta and Yogyakarta and admired
the traditional arts, mostJavanese tended to identify not with that
elite tradition, or even with a lineage or a clan, but with their own
villages (see Early History; the Coming of Islam, ch. 1). These
villages, or kampung, were typically situated on the edge of rice fields,
surrounding a mosque, or strung out along a road.

In the early 1990s, most Javanese villages were differentiated
into smaller units known as either rukun karnpung (village mutual
assistance association) or rukun tetangga (neighborhood association).
Rukun is an important Javanese word describing, according to an-
thropologist Robert Jay, both a "state of being and a mode of ac-
tion. . . . a state in which all parties are at least overtly at social
peace with one another"; "[it is] a process of sharing through col-
lective action." Anthropologist Patrick Guinness, in 1989, wrote
that the neighborhood was the "largest social grouping whose mem-
bers participate in household rituals, gather for rituals, organize
working bees, whose youth band together for sports teams and or-
ganizations, who conduct arisan (rotating credit associations) and
who hold certain property such as funeral equipment." In rural
areas, these groups also sometimes collaborated on harvesting their
rice. The rukun associations were rooted in the ideal associations
of the family. Many of these local communities had organized secu-
rity arrangements, called ronda malam (night watch), in ways that re-
flected the special concerns of their community. Neighbors watched
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closely for any suspicious activity and participated vigorously in
the apprehension of thieves, even exacting immediate justice on
their own. The heads of these organizations were considered elected
or appointed officials of the government.

The differences in social class in the early 1990s were less
elaborate and pronounced in Javanese rural villages than in ur-
ban areas, in part because rural people shared the basic patterns
of making a living by growing rice. In villages where land was more
evenly divided, some form of mutual labor exchange was common;
in villages where there were large numbers of landless peasants,
however, there also were clear patron-like relationships with land-
owners, who themselves rarely owned more than two hectares. In
urban centers and the sultans' courts, the distinctions among a re-
fined, traditional elite, an intermediate-level bourgeoisie sharing
patterns of consumption, and a more collectivist peasantry were
more apparent.

In both the village and the urban neighborhood, leaders were
usually male. Although some leaders were political appointees—
appointed by the military or other powerful groups—these leaders
were theoretically elected by popular consensus. This consensus
system proceeded—ideally—through a discussion of different points
of view, after which a senior-level participant made a final deci-
sion (see Political Dynamics, ch. 4).

Within the Javanese family, kinship ties are traditionally reck-
oned through both the mother and father equally. Upon mar-
riage, the nuclear family of mother, father, and children is more
or less independent. Formal obligations between kin groups are
not much greater than in the West, but the high divorce rate (over
50 percent in some areas) in the early 1990s made the shifting of
responsibility for children—particularly among the mother's kin—
quite likely. There are no clans, or lineages, or other kin-based
social groupings that on some other islands form the basis of cor-
porate entities like a family business. Sons tend to treat their fathers
with great formality and deference. Although the mother is the fo-
cus of the family in many respects—she handles the finances—she
is often depicted as suffering the most when the family experiences
any loss. She is usually the one who disciplines the children; the
father is mostly occupied outside the home.

From the Javanese standpoint, childhood is viewed as a series
of shocks. Although the youngest children are much indulged, major
transitions can be sharp and radical. Babies are constantly held,
and they are nursed on demand; babies must not be disappointed.
The process of weaning, however, is a rapid one in which the mother
simply leaves the child with a relative and then returns to it a few
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Javanese court dancers with gamelan orchestra in background
Courtesy Rachel Cooper and Festival of Indonesia
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days later. Once they are weaned, they are released into the care
of an older sibling, who indulges and protects the child. Overall,
however, a baby's general contentment, its resistance to disease
and misfortune, are viewed as dependent on being protected from
any form of emotional upset.

As the child gets older, he becomes more and more capable of
withstanding the shocks and stresses of life, in part because he or
she has become more aware of the rules defining interaction. The
rules of etiquette help a child learn self-control. For example, chil-
dren must learn to address their fathers respectfully, using refined
speech. Failure to comply properly with the rules will result in a
sharp reprimand. For Javanese, learning the proper degree of
shame, according to anthropologist Ward Keeler, is a matter of
becoming aware of one's vulnerability in interaction. Children learn
that dealing with others in a face-to-face encounter always poses
a threat to one's sense of self.

Many of the rules of etiquette center on the proper use of lan-
guage, which is more problematic in Javanese than in most other
languages. When addressing someone, Javanese speakers must
choose from several different levels of politeness. These "speech
levels" comprise words that have the same meaning, but are stylisti-
cally different. For instance, among the Javanese variations of the
word "now," sailci is the least refined, sani/ci is a little fancier, and
samenika is the most elegant. Javanese has many such triads—so
many that people cannot speak for long in Javanese without hav-
ing to make a choice, at which point they must decide whether the
situation is formal or informal and what the relations among the
participants are.

In general, a person uses the highest level to speak to high-status
people in formal situations and the lowest levels to speak to people
of lower rank or with whom one is most intimate. Although chil-
dren learn to speak the lowest level first, they gradually are social-
ized to speak to some of their more distant kin and respected
strangers in higher-level forms ofJavanese. This formality is par-
ticularly common in cities where there are marked distinctions in
status. Sometimes, children who go away to college or who live
overseas refuse to write letters home to their elders injavanese be-
cause of their fear of making a glaring error. Often they use Baha-
sa Indonesia because they are no longer sure of the social situation
at home. Although Bahasa Indonesia is a neutral medium, it is
regarded as a foreign idiom among Javanese.

Although one might expect that women would use the highest
levels more than men, this is true only within the domestic
environment—and primarily as a way of humbling themselves
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among their relatives. Men use more polite features in public than
do women. Moreover, in the public sphere, the use of Javanese
politeness levels is not so much associated with humility as it is
with the effort to raise oneself above another. Men are more likely
to see the use of these politeness levels as a strategy for negotiating
status.

There is diversity within Javanese religious practices. Although
most Javanese are Muslims, the wide variations in Islamic beliefs
and practices are associated with complex factors such as regional
history and social class. In Jawa Tengah Province, for instance,
the spirituality of the ultrarefined Javanese aristocracy has a strong
aesthetic, even mystical, element. Religiosity is expressed through
plays employing wayang kulit (flat leather shadow puppets), game-
Ian (Javanese orchestra) performances, dances, and other arts of
the courtly tradition. Santri—many of them merchant-farmers in
East Java—hold more tightly to the moralistic tone of Islam and
express the fundamental universalism of its teachings. They may
make a pilgrimage (hajj; haj in Indonesian) to Mecca, teach their
children the Quran, and work for the social, spiritual, and even
political advancement of the ummah.

Most Javanese peasants, however, particularly those in Central
Java, resist the universalism of Islam and its political connotations.
They favor a more moderate blend of Islamic practice with an in-
digenous Javanism, expressed in household feasts, pilgrimages to
local temples and shrines, and belief in local spirits. For many
Javanese peasants, the spiritual world is richly populated with deities
who inhabit people, things, and places, and who are ever ready
to cause misfortune. Believers seek to protect themselves against
these harmful spirits by making offerings, enlisting the aid of a dukun
(healer), or through spiritual acts of self-control and right thinking.

Sundanese
Although there are many social, economic, and political similar-

ities between the Javanese and Sundanese, differences abound. The
Sundanese live principally in West Java, but their language is not
intelligible to the javanese. In 1992 the more than 21 million Sun-
danese had stronger ties to Islam than the Javanese, in terms of
pesantren enrollment and religious affiliation. Although the Sun-
danese language, like Javanese, possesses elaborate speech levels,
these forms of respect are infused with Islamic values, such as the
traditional notion of hormat (respect—knowing and fulfilling one's
proper position in society). Children are taught that the task of
behaving with proper hormat is also a religious struggle—the tri-
umph of a/cal (reason) over nafsu (desire). These dilemmas are spelled
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out in the pesantren, where children learn to memorize the Quran
in Arabic. Through copious memorization and practice in correct
pronunciation, children learn that reasonable behavior means verbal
conformity with authority, and subjective interpretation is a sign
of inappropriate individualism.

Although Sundanese religious practices share some of the Hindu-
Buddhist beliefs of their Javanese neighbors—for example, the
animistic beliefs in spirits and the emphasis on right thinking and
self-control as a way of controlling those spirits—Sundanese courtly
traditions differ from those of the Javanese. For example, the Sun-
danese language possesses an elaborate and sophisticated literature
preserved in Indic scripts and in puppet dramas. These dramas
use distinctive wooden dolls (wayang golek, as contrasted with the
wayang Iculit of the Javanese and Balinese). Sundanese courts, how-
ever, have aligned themselves more closely to universalistic tenets
of Islam than have the elite classes of Central Java.

As anthropologist Jessica Glicken has observed, Islam is a par-
ticularly visible and audible presence in the life of the Sundanese.
She reports that "[t]he calls to the five daily prayers, broadcast
over loudspeakers from each of the many mosques in the city [Ban-
dung], punctuate each day. On Friday at noon, sarong-clad men
and boys fill the streets on their way to the mosques to join the
midday prayer known as the Juma'atan, which provides the visi-
ble definition of the religious community (ummah) in the Sundanese
community." She also emphasizes the militant pride with which
Islam is viewed in Sundanese areas. "As I traveled around the
province in 1981, people would point with pride to areas of partic-
ular heavy military activity during the Darul Islam period."

It is not surprising that the Sunda region was an important site
for the Muslim separatist Darul Islam rebellion that began in the
1948 and continued until 1962 (see Independence: The First Phases,
1950-65, ch. 1). The underlying causes of this rebellion have been
a source of controversy, however. Political scientist Karl D. Jack-
son, trying to determine why men did or did not participate in the
rebellion, argued that religious convictions were less of a factor than
individual life histories. Men participated in the rebellion if they
had personal allegiance to a religious or village leader who per-
suaded them to do so.

Although Sundanese and Javanese possess similar family struc-
tures, economic patterns, and political systems, they feel some rival-
ry toward one another. As interregional migration increased in the
1980s and 1990s, the tendency to stereotype one another's adat in
highly contrastive terms intensified, even as actual economic and
social behavior was becoming increasingly interdependent.
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Balinese

There is probably no group in Indonesia more aware of its own
ethnic identity than the nearly 2.5 million Balinese. Inhabitants
of the islands of Bali and Lombok and the western half of Sumba-
wa, Balinese are often portrayed as a graceful, poised, and aes-
thetically inclined people. Although such descriptions date back six
centuries or more and are at least partially based on legend, this
characterization is also partly based on events in contemporary In-
donesia. Virtually no part of Bali escaped the watchful gaze of
tourists, who came in increasing numbers each year to enjoy the
island's beautiful beaches and stately temples, and to seek out an
"authentic" experience of this perceived "traditional" culture. The
market for traditional carvings, dance performances, and paint-
ings boomed, and many Balinese successfully reinvested their earn-
ings in further development of these highly profitable art forms.

Balinese have a long history of contrasting themselves profita-
bly with outsiders. Although Hinduism had already established a
foothold on Bali, the contemporary distinctive Hindu religious prac-
tices of the Balinese date back at least to the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, when Javanese princes from Majapahit fled the advances
of Islam and sought refuge in Bali, where they were absorbed into
the local culture (see Hinduism, this ch.). Since that time, Balinese,
with the exception of a minority of Muslims in the north, have main-
tained a generally anti-Islamic political stance, preserving a great
pride in their own culture. Indeed, segregation between themselves
and outsiders has been an organizing factor in Balinese culture.

Like the Javanese, Balinese society is stratified. It possesses the
small hereditary Brahman class, as well as small groups of Vaishya
and Kshatriya classes that draw on Indian caste terminology.
However, the Balinese caste system involves no occupational
specializations or ideas about ritual contaminations between the
ranks. It does not prohibit marriage between ranks, but does for-
bid women to marry beneath their class. The vast majority of
Balinese, including many wealthy entrepreneurs and prominent
politicians, belong to the Shudra (commoner-servant) class.

Unlike most Javanese, Balinese participate enthusiastically in
several interlocking corporate groups beyond the immediate family.
One of the most important of these is the dadia, or patrilineal de-
scent group. This group of people claim descent through the male
line from a common ancestor. The group maintains a temple to
that ancestor, a treasury to support rituals associated with it, and
certain chosen leaders. The prestige of a dadia depends in part on
how widespread and powerful its members are. However, most
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of these organized groups tend to be localized because it is easier
to maintain local support for its activities and its temple. Balinese
prefer to draw spouses from within this group. These corporate
kin groups can also be the basis for organizing important econom-
ic activities, such as carving cooperatives, gold and silverworking
cooperatives, painting studios, and dance troupes.

In addition, Balinese are members of a banjar, or village com-
pound, which overlaps with, but is not identical to, the dadia. The
social groups share responsibility for security, economic coopera-
tion in the tourist trade, and the formation of intervifiage alliances.
The banjar is a council of household heads and is responsible for
marriage, divorce, and inheritance transactions. In addition, it is
the unit for mobilizing resources and labor for the spectacular cre-
mations for which Bali has become increasingly well known. Each
banjar may have individual orchestra, dance, and weaving clubs.

Yet another important corporate group is the agricultural soci-
ety, or subak, each of which corresponds to a section of wet-rice
paddies. Each subak is not only a congregation of members who
are jointly responsible for sacrificing at a temple placed in the center
of this group of rice paddies, but also a unit that organizes the flow
of water, planting, and harvesting. Since fifty or more societies
sometimes tap into a common stream of water for the irrigation
of their land, complex coordination of planting and harvesting
schedules is required. This complexity arises because each suba/c
has become independent of all the others. Although the govern-
ment has attempted periodically to take control of the irrigation
schedule, these efforts have produced mixed results, leading to a
movement in the early 1990s to return the authority for the agricul-
tural schedule to the traditional and highly successful interlocking
subak arrangement.

The very complexity of Balinese social organization has provid-
ed it with the flexibility to adapt to the pressures of modern life
and its requirements for the accumulation, distribution, and mobili-
zation of capital and technological resources. Although the Balinese
remain self-consciously "traditional," they have been neither rigid
in that tradition nor resistant to change.

Peoples of Sumatra

The vast, heavily forested island of Sumatra forms the southern
perimeter of the Strait of Malacca. The strait is one of the most
important lanes of shipping and commerce in the world, and histor-
ically a crossroads of cultural influences from the Middle East, In-
dia, China, and elsewhere in Southeast Asia and East Asia.
Although nearly all of the approximately twenty ethnolinguistic
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Ceremonial cotton cloth of the Lampung ethnic group of
southern Sumatra

Courtesy Museum Nasional Indonesia and Festival of Indonesia
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groups of Sumatra are devout practitioners of Islam, they nonethe-
less differ strikingly from one another, particularly in their family
structures.

Acehnese

Situated in the Special Region of Aceh, the northernmost
provincial-level unit of Sumatra, the more than 3.4 million Aceh-
nese are most famous throughout the archipelago for their devo-
tion to Islam and their militant resistance to colonial and republican
rule. Renowned throughout the nineteenth century for their pep-
per plantations, most Acehnese were rice growers in the coastal
regions in the early 1990s.

Acehnese do not have large descent groups; the nuclear family
consisting of mother, father, and children is the central social unit.
Unlike the Javanese or Balinese family, the Acehnese family sys-
tem shows marked separation of men's and women's spheres of
activity. Traditionally, males are directed outward towards the
world of trade. In the practice of merantau—going abroad or away
from one's birthplace—young adult males leave their homelands
for a time to seek their fortune, experience, and reputation through
commerce. This may involve travel to another village, province,
or island. This maturation process among males is viewed as grow-
ing out of the domestic female-dominated world of sensory indul-
gence and into the male world of reasoned rationality, whose
practice is expressed through trade. One model of Acehnese fami-
ly life is that a woman sends a man out of the house to trade and
welcomes him back when he brings home money. When he has
exhausted his money, she sends him out again. Meanwhile, wom-
en and their kin are responsible for working the fields and keeping
the gardens and rice fields productive.

This oscillating pattern of migration encountered some difficul-
ties in the 1980s as increasing numbers of men failed to return to
the Acehnese homeland, but instead remained and married in re-
mote locations, such as Jakarta and Kalimantan. In addition, north-
ern Sumatra experienced important changes because of the influx
of temporary workers seeking employment in the oil and timber
industries (see Industry, ch. 3).

Batak

The term Batak designates any one of several groups inhabiting
the interior of Sumatera Utara Province south of Aceh: Angkola,
Karo, Mandailing, Pakpak, Simelungen, Toba, and others. The
Batak number around 3 million. Culturally, they lack the com-
plex etiquette and social hierarchy of the Hinduized peoples of
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Indonesia. Indeed, they seem to bear closer resemblance to the high-
land swidden cultivators of Southeast Asia, even though some also
practice padi farming. Unlike the Balinese, who have several differ-
ent traditional group affiliations at once, orJavanese peasants af-
filiated with their village or neighborhood, the Batak orient
themselves traditionally to the marga, a patrilineal descent group.
This group owns land and does not permit marriage within it.
Traditionally, each marga is a wife-giving and wife-taking unit.
Whereas a young man takes a wife from his mother's clan, a young
woman marries into a clan where her paternal aunts live.

When Sumatra was still a vast, underpopulated island with seem-
ingly unlimited supplies of forest, this convergence of land owner-
ship and lineage authority functioned well. New descent groups
simply split off from the old groups when they wished to farm new
land, claiming the virgin territory for the lineage. If the lineage
prospered in its new territory, other families would be invited to
settle there and form marriage alliances with the pioneer settlers,
who retained ultimate jurisdiction over the territory. Genealogies
going back dozens of generations were carefully maintained in oral
histories recited at funerals. Stewardship over the land entailed
spiritual obligations to the lineage ancestors and required that other
in-migrating groups respect this.

The marga has proved to be a flexible social unit in contemporary
Indonesian society. Batak who resettle in urban areas, such as
Medan and Jakarta, draw on marga affiliations for financial sup-
port and political alliances. Although many of the corporate aspects
of the inarga have undergone major changes, Batak migrants to other
areas of Indonesia retain pride in their ethnic identity. Batak have
shown themselves to be creative in drawing on modern media to
codify and express their "traditional" adat. Anthropologist Susan
Rodgers has shown how taped cassette dramas similar to soap operas
circulate widely in the Batak region to dramatize the moral and
cultural dilemmas of one's kinship obligations in a rapidly chang-
ing world. In addition, Batak have been prodigious producers of
written handbooks designed to show young, urbanized, and secu-
lar lineage members how to navigate the complexities of their mar-
riage and funeral customs.

Minangkabau

The Minangkabau—who predominate along the coasts of
Sumatera Utara and Sumatera Barat, interior Riau, and north-
ern Bengkulu provinces—in the early 1990s numbered more than
3.5 million. Like the Batak, they have large corporate descent
groups, but unlike the Batak, the Minangkabau traditionally reckon
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descent matriineally. In this system, a child is regarded as descend-
ed from his mother, not his father. A young boy, for instance, has
his primary responsibility to his mother's and sisters' dans. In prac-
tice, in most villages a young man will visit his wife in the eve-
nings but spend the days with his sister and her children. It is usual
for married sisters to remain in their parental home. According
to a 1980 study by anthropologist Joel S. Kahn, there is a general
pattern of residence among the Minangkabau in which sisters and
unmarried lineage members try to live close to one another, or even
in the same house.

Landholding is one of the crucial functions of the female lin-
eage unit called suku. Since the Minangkabau men, like the Aceh-
nese men, often merantau (go abroad) to seek experience, wealth,
and commercial success, the women's kin group is responsible for
maintaining the continuity of the family and the distribution and
cultivation of the land. These groups are led by a penghulu (head-
man). The leaders are elected by groups of lineage leaders. As the
suku declines in importance relative to the outwardly directed male
sphere of commerce, however, the position of penghulu is not al-
ways filled after the death of the incumbent, particularly if lineage
members are not willing to bear the expense of the ceremony re-
quired to install a new penghulu.

The traditions of sharia and indigenous female-oriented adat are
often depicted as conflicting forces in Minangkabau society. The
male-oriented sharia appears to offer young men something of a
balance against the dominance of adat law in local villages, which
forces a young man to wait passively for a marriage proposal from
some young woman's family. By acquiring property and educa-
tion through merantau experience, a young man can attempt to in-
fluence his own destiny in positive ways.

Increasingly, when married couples merantau, the women's roles
tend to change. When married couples reside in urban areas or
outside the Minangkabau region, women lose some of their social
and economic rights in property, their social and economic posi-
tion becomes less favorable, and their divorce rate rises.

Minangkabau were prominent among the intellectual figures in
the independence movement of Indonesia. Not only were they
strongly Islamic, they spoke a language closely related to Bahasa
Indonesia, which was considerably freer of hierarchical connota-
tions than Javanese. Partly because of their tradition of merantau,
Minangkabau developed a cosmopolitan bourgeoisie that readily
adopted and promoted the ideas of an emerging nation-state.
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A traditional Minangkabau
rice-storage building, Sumatra

Courtesy Hermine L. Dreyfuss
and Festival of Indonesia

Ethnic Minorities

In Indonesia the concept of ethnic minorities is often discussed
not in numerical but in religious terms. Although the major eth-
nic groups claimed adherence to one of the major world religions
(agama) recognized by the Pancasila ideology—Islam, Christi-
anity, Hinduism, or Buddhism—there were millions of other
Indonesians in the early 1980s who engaged in forms of religious
or cultural practices that fell outside these categories. These prac-
tices were sometimes labelled animist or kafir (pagan). In gen-
eral, these Indonesians tended to live in the more remote, sparsely
populated islands of the archipelago. Following the massacre of
tens of thousands associated with the 1965 coup attempt, religious
affiliation became an even more intense political issue among
minority groups (see The Coup and its Aftermath, ch. 1). The
groups described below represent only a sampling of the many
minorities.

Toraja

One minority group that has been successful in gaining nation-
al and international attention is the Toraja of central Sulawesi. This
group's prominence, beginning in the 1980s, was attributable large-
ly to the tourist industry, which was attracted to the region because
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of its picturesque villages and its spectacular mortuary rites involv-
ing the slaughter of water buffalo.

Inhabiting the wet, rugged mountains of the interior of Sulawesi,
the Toraja grow rice for subsistence and coffee for cash. Tradi-
tionally, they live in fortified hilltop villages with from two to forty
picturesque houses with large sweeping roofs that resemble buffalo
horns. Before the onset of greater political and economic integra-
tion, these villages were politically and economically self-sufficient,
partly as protection against the depredations of the slave trade and
partly as a result of intervillage feuding associated with headhunting.

The Toraja have strong emotional, economic, and political ties
to a number of different kinds of corporate groups. The most basic
tie is the rarabuku, which might be translated as family. Toraja view
these groups as relations of "blood and bone," that is, relations
between parents and children—the nuclear family. Because Toraja
reckon kinship bilaterally, through both the mother and father, the
possibilities for extending the concept of rarabuku in several differ-
ent directions are many. Another important kind of group with
which Toraja have close affiliations is the tongkonan (ancestral house),
which contrasts with banua (ordinary house). Tongkonan as social
units consist of a group of people who reckon descent from an origi-
nal ancestor. The physical structures of tongkonan are periodically
renewed by replacing their distinctively shaped roofs. This ritual
is attended by members of the social group and accompanied by
trance-like dances in which the spirits are asked to visit. A third
important kind of affiliation is the saroan, or village work group.
These groups were probably originally agricultural work groups
based in a particular hamlet. Beginning as labor and credit ex-
changes, saroan have since evolved into units of cooperation in ritual
activities as well. When sacrifices and funerals take place, these
groups exchange meat and other foods.

The flexibility of these affiliations is partly responsible for the
intensity of the mortuary performances. Because there is some am-
biguity about one's affiliation (that is, one's claims to descent are
based not only on blood relationships but also on social recogni-
tion of the relationship through public acts), Toraja people may
attempt to prove the importance of a relationship through elaborate
contributions to a funeral. Such contributions provide an oppor-
tunity to prove not only a person's devotion to a deceased parent,
but also a person's claim to a share of that parent's land. The
amount of land an individual inherits from the deceased might de-
pend on the number of buffalo sacrificed at a parent's funeral.
Sometimes people even pawn land to get buffalo to kill at a funeral
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so that they can claim the land of the deceased. Thus, feasting at
funerals is highly competitive.

The Toraja have two main kinds of rituals. Those of the east—
known as rites of the rising sun and the rising smoke—are con-
cerned with planting fertility and abundance. Following the rice
harvest are rituals of the west centering on the setting sun, con-
sisting primarily of funerals. Both involve the sacrifice of water
buffalo, pigs, and chickens as offerings to the ancestors, and a com-
plex distribution of the meat among the living. Through the dis-
tribution of meat, an elaborate network of debts and obligations
is established and passed to succeeding generations.

As a result of the oil boom in the 1960s and 1970s, there were
massive outmigrations among upland Sulawesi young men look-
ing for jobs in northeastern Kalimantan (see Petroleum, Liquefied
Natural Gas, and Coal, ch. 3). During this period, many of these
youths became Christians. But when they returned to their villages
as wealthy men, they often wanted to hold large status displays in the
form of funerals, causing what anthropologist Toby Alice Volkman
calls "ritual inflation." These displays provoked intense debates
about the authenticity of what some regarded as rituals of the nou-
veau riche. During this same period, however, Indonesia promoted
a policy that encouraged the development of the non-oil-related
sectors of the economy. Part of this policy involved the develop-
ment of the tourist trade, and following coverage by the American
media, waves of foreigners came to see the carnage of buffalo slaugh-
ter. These numbers swelled in the early 1990s. Because of the suc-
cessful efforts of highly placed Toraja officials in the central
government, their feasting practices were granted official status as
a branch of Balinese Hinduism.

Dayak

Another group of ethnic minorities struggling for recognition in
the 1980s were the peoples of southern Kalimantan. Traditional-
ly, most of the scattered ethnolinguistic groups inhabiting the in-
terior of the vast island have been labelled collectively by outsiders
as Dayak. Among the Dayak are the Ngaju Dayak, Maanyan, and
Lawangan. Although they have traditionally resided in longhouses
that served as an important protection against slave raiding and
intervillage raids, the people of this region are not communalistic.
They have bilateral kinship, and the basic unit of ownership and
social organization is the nuclear family. Religiously, they tend to
be either Protestant or Kaharingan, a form of native religious prac-
tice viewed by the government as Hindu. The Dayak make a liv-
ing through swidden agriculture and possess relatively elaborate
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death ceremonies in which the bones are disinterred for secondary
reburial.

A number of the peoples in the region practice the Kaharingan
religion. Through its healing performances, Kaharingan serves to
mold the scattered agricultural residences into a community, and
it is at times of ritual that these peoples coalesce as a group. There
is no set ritual leader nor is there a fixed ritual presentation. Specific
ceremonies may be held in the home of the sponsor. Shamanic cur-
ing, or balian, is one of the core features of these ritual practices.
Because this healing practice often occurs as a result of the loss of
the soul, which has resulted in some kind of illness, the focus of
the religion is thus on the body. Sickness comes by offending one
of the many spirits inhabiting the earth and fields, usually from
a failure to sacrifice to them. The goal of the balian is to call back
the wayward soul and restore the health of the community through
trance, dance, and possession.

Modern recognition of the legitimacy of Kaharingan as a reli-
gious practice has been the culmination of a long history of strug-
gle for autonomy. Because the southern coast of Kalimantan has
long been dominated by the politically and numerically superior
Muslim Banjarese, Christian and Kaharingan adherents of the cen-
tral interior sought parliamentary recognition of a Great Dayak
territory in 1953. When these efforts failed, a rebellion broke out
in 1956 along religious lines, culminating in the establishment of
the new province of Kalimantan Tengah in May 1957.

The abortive coup of 1965 proved that independence to be fragile.
With the unity of the republic at stake, indigenous religions were
viewed as threats and labelled atheistic and, by implication, com-
munist. Caught in a no-win situation, the Dayak also were told
that they did not have an agama and thus became suspect in the
anticommunist fever of the late 1960s. By the early 1970s, negoti-
ations began between Kalimantan Tengah and the national govern-
ment over recognition of the indigenous religion of the peoples of
the province. This process culminated in official recognition in the
1980s of Kaharingan as an agama.

Weyewa

The Weyewa inhabit the western highlands of Sumba, Nusa Teng-
gara Timur Province, where they cultivate rice, corn, and cassava
using slash-and-burn farming methods as well as continuous irri-
gation of padi fields. They supplement this income through the sale
of livestock, coffee, and their distinctive brightly colored textiles.

Until the 1970s, there had been relatively few challenges to the
Weyewa notions of political and religious identity. Because Sumba
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Husband and wife in
traditional dress, Nusa

Tenggara Timur Province

Courtesy Indonesian
Department of Information

Dayak tribe crafts worker,
Kalimantan Tengah Province

Courtesy Indonesian
Department of Information
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is a rather dry and infertile island, located away from the ports
of call of the spice trade, it was comparatively insulated from the
Hindu, Muslim, and later Dutch influences, each of which helped
to shape the character of Indonesia's cultures. In the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, when Sumba was periodically raided for
slaves by Muslim traders, the local inhabitants responded by build-
ing and living in fortified hilltop villages. Patrilineages, which struc-
tured these groups, became powerful units of politically motivated
marriage alliances in which women were the currency of exchange.
Each lineage was headed by a self-appointed raja, or "big man,"
who, in return for loyalty, cattle, women, and children, offered
protection and guarded the sanctity of tradition.

These powerful lineages, symbolized by the spirits of deceased
ancestors, remained the focus of Weyewa religious practice and
political identity until the 1970s, despite the Dutch military con-
quest of the island in 1906 and nearly a century of Protestant mis-
sionary efforts. In exchange for the fertility of crops, the orderly
flow of irrigation water, freedom from misfortune, and continued
prosperity, descendants promised to offer ritual sacrifices of cat-
tle, chickens, pigs, and rice. These promises were made in a form
of ritual speech.

The Weyewa system of production and exchange began to
undergo major shifts in the 1970s, which resulted in a gradual
weakening of the authority of lineages. One event that illustrates
this process was the construction of an irrigation system and hydro-
electric dam at the site of a sacred gushing spring at Waikelo in
central-west Sumba in the mid-1960s. Throughout much of the
1960s, this spring watered some 300 hectares of rice fields, whose
cycles of cultivation and fallowing were regulated by certain lin-
eage elders carrying out the "words" of the ancestors. By the ear-
ly 1970s, more than 1,500 hectares were available for continuous
irrigation. Traditional leaders were unprepared to oversee and con-
trol this increase in the scale of production, and government offi-
cials took the initiative by encouraging farmers to abandon the ritual
schedule of planting and harvesting and to plant new high-yield,
hardy, and fast-growing varieties of rice. These new varieties per-
mitted two or more plantings per year. According to oral accounts
of witnesses, the ownership of the new and ambiguous categories
of land that emerged from irrigation was often assigned to individu-
als, not lineages. When disputes arose, government officials, such as
police officers, judges, or district heads, rather than the raja, increas-
ingly mediated the disputes and enforced the settlements. As a re-
sult, when asked to participate, younger farmers were increasingly
reluctant to invest in large-scale and expensive ritual feasts honoring
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the spirits because the government had more control over their lives
than did the spirits.

Meanwhile, government officials put increasing pressure on tradi-
tional leaders to give up ritual feasting practices as "wasteful" and
"backward." Furthermore, as with the Kaharingan adherents of
central Kalimantan, failure to affiliate with an approved religion
was regarded as potentially treasonous. Unlike Toraja and the peo-
ples of central Kalimantan, however, the Weyewa and other Sum-
banese were not politically organized for the preservation of their
native religion. Most people simply converted to Christianity as
a symbolic gesture of participation in the nation state. Indeed, whole
villages in the late 1980s and early 1990s conducted feasts in which
residents settled their debts with ancestral spirits and became Chris-
tians. The number of Weyewa professing affiliation with the Chris-
tian religion (either Roman Catholic or Calvinist Protestant) jumped
from approximately 20 percent in 1978 to more than 60 percent
in 1990.

Tanimbarese

In the southeastern part of Maluku Province lived more than
60,000 residents of the Tanimbar archipelago in the early 1990s.
They resided in villages ranging in size from 150 to 2,500 inhabi-
tants, but most villages numbered from 300 to 1,000. Nearly all
residents spoke one of four related, but mutually unintelligible, lan-
guages. Because of an extended dry season, the forests were much
less luxuriant than in some of the more northerly Maluku Islands,
and the effects of over-intensive swidden cultivation of rice, cassava,
and other root crops were visible in the interior. Many Tanim-
barese also engaged in reef and deep-sea fishing and wild boar
hunting.

Unlike the Weyewa, Toraja, or Dayak, the Tanimbarese do not
maintain an opposition between their native culture and an offi-
cially recognized Christian culture. Following a Dutch military ex-
pedition in 1912, Catholic and Protestant missionaries converted
all residents of their archipelago by the 1920s. However, the Tanim-
barese tradition is preserved through intervillage and interhouse-
hold marriage alliances. Tanimbarese orient themselves socially
toward their villages and their houses. The unity of the village is
represented as a stone boat. In ceremonial settings, such as in-
digenous dance, the rankings and statuses within the village are
spoken of as a seating arrangement within this symbolic boat. Inter-
village and interhouse rivalry, no longer expressed through head-
hunting and warfare, continue to be represented through complex
ritual exchanges of valuables, marriage alliances, and competitive
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relations between the Catholic and Protestant churches (one or the
other of which counts each Tanimbarese as a member).

Tanimbarese are affiliated with rahan (houses) that are impor-
tant corporate units. Rahan members are responsible for making
offerings to the ancestors, whose skulls are traditionally placed in-
side the rahan. Rahan are also responsible for the maintenance and
distribution of heirloom property consisting of valuables and forest
estates. Tanimbarese recognize a system of patriineal descent, and
hence when a child is born they customarily ask: "Stranger or house
master"? Because a male is destined to "sit" or "stay" in the house
of his father, he is a "master of his house." If the baby is a girl,
the child is destined to move between houses, and thus is a
"stranger." The question of which house the girl moves to, and
what obligations and rights will go along with the move, is one
of the most important questions in Tanimbarese society. There are
certain "pathways" of marriage that young women from certain
houses are expected to follow, particularly if these intercian alli-
ances have lasted more than three generations. Only if certain valu-
ables are properly received by her natal family, however, is a young
woman fully incorporated into her husband's home. Otherwise,
her children are regarded as a branch of her brother's lineage.

The Tanimbarese traditionally engaged in both a local system
of ceremonial exchange and, for centuries, in a broader Indonesi-
an commerce in which they traded copra, trepang, tortoise shell,
and shark fins for gold, elephant tusks, textiles, and other valua-
bles. In the twentieth century, however, Tanimbarese began to ex-
change their local products for more prosaic items such as tobacco,
coffee, sugar, metal cooking pots, needles, clothing, and other
domestic-use items. In the 1970s and 1980s, Chinese merchants
thoroughly dominated this trade and consequently gained great in-
fluence in the local village economy.

Asmat

The approximately 65,000 Asmat people of the south-central allu-
vial swamps of Irian Jaya Province are descended from a Papuan
racial stock. They live in villages with populations that vary from
35 to 2,000. Until the 1950s, when greater numbers of outsiders
arrived, warfare, headhunting, and cannibalism were constant fea-
tures of their social life. Their houses were built along the bends
of rivers so that an enemy attack could be seen in advance. In the
twentieth century, houses in coastal areas were generally built on
pilings two or more meters high to protect residents from daily flood-
ing by the surging tides of the brackish rivers. In the foothills of
the Jayawijaya Mountains, Asmat lived in tree houses that were
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five to twenty-five meters off the ground. In some areas, they also
built watchtowers in trees that rose thirty meters from the ground.

The Asmat are primarily hunters and gatherers who subsist by
gathering and processing the starchy pulp of the sago palm, and
by fishing and hunting the occasional wild pig, cassowary, grubs,
and crocodile. Although the Asmat population has steadily increased
since contact by missionaries and government health workers, the
forest continued to yield more than an adequate supply and varie-
ty of food in the early 1990s. According to anthropologist Tobias
Schneebaum, "[S]ome Asmat have learned to grow small patches
of vegetables, such as string beans, and a few raise the descendants
of recently imported chickens. With the introduction of a limited
cash economy through the sale of logs to timber companies and
carvings to outsiders, many Asmat now consider as necessities such
foods as rice and tinned fish; most have also become accustomed
to wearing Western-style clothing and using metal tools."

Asmat believe that all deaths—except those of the very old and
very young—come about through acts of malevolence, either by
magic or actual physical force. Their ancestral spirits demand venge-
ance for these deaths. These ancestors to whom they feel obligated
are represented in large, spectacular wood carvings of canoes,
shields, and in ancestor poles consisting of human figurines. Until
the late twentieth century, the preferred way a young man could
fulfill his obligations to his kin and to his ancestors and prove his
sexual prowess was to take a head of an enemy and offer the body
for cannibalistic consumption by other members of the village.

Although the first Dutch colonial government post was not es-
tablished in Asmat territory until 1938, and a Catholic mission be-
gan its work there only in 1958, the pace of change in this once
remote region greatly increased after the 1960s. Many Asmat in
the early 1990s were enrolled in Indonesian schools and were con-
verting to Christianity. As large timber and oil companies expanded
their operations in the region, the environmental conditions of these
fragile, low-lying mangrove forests were threatened by industrial
waste and soil erosion. Although Asmat appeared to be gaining
some national and international recognition for their artwork, this
fame had not resulted, by the early 1990s, in their having any sig-
nificant political input into Indonesian government decisions af-
fecting the use of land in the traditional Asmat territory.

Chinese

Identifying someone in Indonesia as a member of the Chinese
(orang Tionghoa) ethnic group is not an easy matter because physi-
cal characteristics, language, name, geographical location, and
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life-style of Chinese Indonesians are not always distinct from those
of the rest of the population. Census figures do not record Chinese
as a special group, and there are no simple racial criteria for mem-
bership in this group. There are some people who consider them-
selves Chinese, but because of generations of intermarriage with
the local population, they are less than one-quarter Chinese in an-
cestry. On the other hand, there are some people who by ancestry
could be considered half-Chinese or more, but who regard them-
selves as fully Indonesian. Furthermore, many people who identify
themselves as Chinese Indonesians cannot read or write the Chinese
language.

Although the policy of the Indonesian government in the early
1990s favored the assimilation of the Chinese population into the
local communities in which they lived, Chinese had a long history
of enforced separation from their non-Chinese neighbors. For nearly
a century prior to 1919, Chinese were forced to live in separate
urban neighborhoods and could travel out of them only with govern-
ment permits. Most Chinese continued to settle in urban areas of
Indonesia even after this "quarter system" was discontinued in
1919. In some areas, such as Pontianak in Kalimantan Barat
Province, Chinese even came to form a majority of the popula-
tion. Although they had settled in rural areas of Java in the 1920s
and 1930s, in the 1960s the government again prohibited the
Chinese from exercising free choice of residence, requiring them
to live in cities.

Nearly all Chinese who immigrated to Indonesia came from
either Fujian or Guangdong provinces in southern China. The
dominant languages among these immigrants were Hokkien, Hak-
ka, and Cantonese. Although there was great occupational diver-
sity among contemporary Indonesia's Chinese, most were either
engaged in trade, mining, or skilled artisanry. In the early 1990s,
Chinese continued to dominate Indonesia's private sector, despite
policies designed to promote indigenous entrepreneurs. Nonethe-
less, Chinese were not a monolithic group. Each immigrant group
had its own distinctive characteristics—some of which were accen-
tuated overseas. One of the main contrasts among Indonesian
Chinese in the 1990s was seen in the differences between the pera-
na/can (native-born Chinese with some Indonesian ancestry) and
totok (full-blooded Chinese, usually foreign born). Although the dis-
tinctiveness and social significance of this division varied consider-
ably in different parts of the archipelago, among the peranakan
community ties to the Chinese homeland were more distant, and
there was stronger evidence of Indonesian influence. Unlike the
more strictly male-dominated totok Chinese, perana/can families
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recognized descent based on both female and male lines. Peranakan
were more likely to have converted to Christianity and to have as-
similated in other ways to the norms of Indonesian culture. They
often spoke Bahasa Indonesia as their first language. Some even
converted to Islam.

In the early 1990s, totok considered themselves as keepers of
Chinese cultural ideals and maintained their traditions through
household shrines, reverence for ancestors, and private language
instruction in Chinese schools. Highly oriented toward success, they
saw themselves as more dedicated to hard work, individual social
mobility through the acquisition of wealth, and self-reliance than
the peranakan. Whereas peranakan were more likely to have settled
on Java, totok were better represented in the other islands.

The government program of assimilation for the Chinese was
carried out in several ways. Symbols of Chinese identity had long
been discouraged and even occasionally prohibited. Chinese-
language newspapers, schools, and public ritual use of Chinese
names were all subject to strong governmental disapproval. In the
years following independence, nearly 50 percent of Chinese Indone-
sians failed to seek Indonesian citizenship, however, either because
of continuing loyalty to the People's Republic of China or the
Republic of China on Taiwan, or because of the prohibitive costs
of gaining citizenship papers. To carry out its stated policy of as-
similation in a period of rapprochement with China, the Suharto
government enacted new regulations in the 1980s designed to ex-
pedite the naturalization of persons with Chinese citizenship. The
assimilation policy was successful. By 1992 only about 6 percent,
or 300,000 out of approximately 5 million Chinese Indonesians,
were acknowledged by the People's Republic of China as being
Chinese citizens. Regulations announced in June 1992 by the direc-
tor general of immigration allowed immigrants from China who
had lived illegally in Indonesia for decades to receive entry per-
mits and to reside legally in Indonesia once they obtained a Chinese
passport.

Education
The character of Indonesia's education system reflects its diverse

religious heritage, its struggle for a national identity, and the
challenge of resource allocation in a poor but developing archipelagic
nation with a young and rapidly growing population. Although
a draft constitution stated in 1950 that a key government goal was
to provide every Indonesian with at least six years of primary school-
ing, the aim of universal education had not been reached by the late
1980s, particularly among females—although great improvements
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had been made (see table 9, Appendix). Obstacles to meeting the
government's goal included a high birth rate, a decline in infant
mortality, and a shortage of schools and qualified teachers. In 1973
Suharto issued an order that portions of oil revenues be set aside
for the construction of new primary schools. This act resulted in
the construction or repair of nearly 40,000 primary school facili-
ties by the late 1980s, a move that greatly facilitated the goal of
universal education.

Primary and Secondary Education

In the early 1 990s, Indonesians of between seven and twelve years
of age were required to attend six years of primary school follow-
ing kindergarten. They could choose between state-run, nonsec-
tarian public schools supervised by the Department of Education
and Culture or private or semiprivate religious (usually Islamic)
schools supervised and financed by the Department of Religious
Affairs. However, although 85 percent of the Indonesian popula-
tion was registered as Muslim, according to the 1990 census less
than 15 percent attended religious schools (see table 10, Appen-
dix). Enrollment figures were slightly higher for girls than boys
and much higher in Java than the rest of Indonesia.

A central goal of the national education system in the early 1990s
was not merely to impart secular wisdom about the world, but also
to instruct children in the principles of participation in the modern
nation-state, its bureaucracies, and its moral and ideological foun-
dations. Since 1975, a key feature of the national curriculum—as
in other parts of society—had been instruction in the Pancasila.
Children age six and above learned its five principles—belief in
one God, humanitarianism, national unity, democracy, and so-
cial justice—by rote and were instructed daily to apply the mean-
ings of this key national symbol to their lives. The alleged
communist coup attempt in 1965 provided a vivid image of trans-
gression against the Pancasila. Partly to prove their rejection of
communist ideology, all teachers—like other members of Indone-
sian bureaucracy—swore allegiance not only to the Pancasila, but
also to the government party of functional groups, Golkar (see Po-
litical Parties, ch. 4; Glossary).

Inside the public school classroom of the early 1990s, a style of
pedagogy prevailed that emphasized rote learning and deference
to the authority of the teacher. Although the youngest children were
sometimes allowed to use the local language, by the third year of
primary school nearly all instruction was conducted in formal In-
donesian. Instead of asking questions of the students, teachers fol-
lowed a standard teaching technique of narrating a historical event
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Elementary school children and
teacher, Jember, Jawa

Timur Province
Courtesy Hermine L. Dreyfuss

College students, Jember,
Jawa Timur Province

Courtesy Hermine L. Dreyfuss
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or describing a mathematical problem, pausing at key junctures
to allow the students to fill in the blanks. By not responding to in-
dividual problems of the students and retaining an emotionally dis-
tanced demeanor, the teacher is said to be sabar (patient), which
is considered admirable behavior.

Nationally, the average class size in primary schools was approx-
imately twenty-seven; upper-level classes included between thirty
and forty students. Ninety-two percent of primary school students
graduated, but only about 60 percent of those continued on to junior
high school (ages thirteen through fifteen). Of those who went on
to junior high school, 87 percent also went on to a senior high school
(ages sixteen through eighteen). The national adult literacy rate
remained at about 77 percent in 1991 (84 percent for males and
68 percent for females), keeping Indonesia tied with Brunei for the
lowest literacy among the six member nations of the Association
for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN—see Glossary).

In the early 1990s, after completion of the six-year primary school
program, students could choose among a variety of vocational and
preprofessional junior and senior high schools, each level of which
was three years in duration. There were academic and vocational
junior high schools that could lead to senior-level diplomas. There
were also "domestic science" junior high schools for girls. At the
senior high-school level, there were three-year agricultural, veteri-
nary, and forestry schools open to students who had graduated from
an academic junior high school. Special schools at the junior and
senior levels taught hotel management, legal clerking, plastic arts,
and music.

Teacher training programs were varied and were gradually be-
ing upgraded. For example, in the 1950s anyone completing a
teacher training program at the junior high level could obtain a
teacher's certificate. Since the 1970s, however, the teaching profes-
sion has been restricted to graduates of a senior high school for
teachers in a primary school and to graduates of a university-level
education course for teachers of higher grades. Remuneration for
primary and secondary school teachers compared favorably with
countries such as Malaysia, India, and Thailand. Student-teacher
ratios also compared favorably with most Asian nations at 25.3 to
1 and 15.3 to 1, respectively, for primary and secondary schools
in the mid-1980s when the averages were 33.1 to 1 and 22.6 to
1 for Asian-Pacific countries.

Islamic Schools

The emphasis on the Pancasila in public schools has been resisted
by some of the Muslim majority. A distinct but vocal minority of
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these Muslims prefer to receive their schooling in a pesantren or
residential learning center. Usually located in rural areas and un-
der the direction of a Muslim scholar, pesantren, are attended by
young people seeking a detailed understanding of the Quran, the
Arabic language, the sharia, and Muslim traditions and history.
Students could enter and leave the pesantren any time of the year,
and the studies were not organized as a progression of courses lead-
ing to graduation. Although not all pesantren were orthodox to the
same degree, most were and the chief aim was to produce good
Muslims.

In order for students to adapt to life in the modern, secular nation-
state, the Muslim-dominated Department of Religious Affairs ad-
vocated the spread of a newer variety of Muslim school, the rnadrasa.
In the early 1990s, these schools integrated religious subjects from
the pesantren with secular subjects from the Western-style public edu-
cation system. The less-than 15 percent of the school-age popula-
tion who attended either type of Islamic schools did so because of
the perceived higher quality instruction. However, among Islamic
schools, a rnadrasa was ranked lower than a pesantren. Despite the
widespread perception in the West of resurgent Islamic orthodoxy
in Muslim countries, the 1980s saw little overall increase in the
role of religion in school curricula in Indonesia.

In general, Indonesia's education system still faced a shortage
of resources in the 1990s. The shortage of staffing in Indonesia's
schools was no longer as acute as in the 1950s, but serious difficul-
ties remained, particularly in the areas of teacher salaries, teacher
certification, and qualified personnel. Providing textbooks and other
school equipment throughout the far-flung archipelago continued
to be a significant problem as well.

Higher Education

Indonesia's institutions of higher education have experienced dra-
matic growth since independence. In 1950 there were ten institu-
tions of higher learning, with a total of 6,500 students. In 1970
there were 450 private and state institutions enrolling 237,000 stu-
dents, and by 1990 there were 900 institutions with 141,000 teachers
and nearly 1,486,000 students. Public institutions enjoyed a con-
siderably better student-teacher ratio (14 to 1) than private insti-
tutions (46 to 1) in the mid-1980s. Approximately 80 to 90 percent
of state university budgets were financed by government subsidies,
although the universities had considerably more autonomy in curri-
culum and internal structure than primary and secondary schools.
Whereas tuition in such state institutions was affordable, faculty
salaries were low by international standards. Still, university salaries
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were higher than primary and secondary school salaries. In addi-
tion, lecturers often had jobs outside the university to supplement
their wages.

Private universities were operated by foundations. Unlike state
universities, private institutions had budgets that were almost
entirely tuition driven. Each student negotiated a one-time regis-
tration fee—which could be quite high—at the time of entry. If a
university had a religious affiliation, it could finance some of its
costs through donations or grants from international religious orga-
nizations. The government provided only limited support for pri-
vate universities.

Higher education in the early 1990s offered a wide range of pro-
grams, many of which were in a state of flux. Nearly half of all
students enrolled in higher education in 1985 were social sciences
majors. Humanities and science and technology represented nearly
28 percent and 21 percent, respectively. The major degrees granted
were the sarfana muda (junior scholar, roughly corresponding to a
bachelor's degree) and the sarjana (scholar or master's degree). Very
few doktor (doctoral) degrees were awarded. Few students study-
ing for the salyana rnuda actually finished in one to three years. One
study found that only 10 to 15 percent of students finished their
course of study on time, partly because of the requirement to com-
plete the traditional slcrzpsi (thesis). In 1988, for instance, 235,000
new students were admitted for sarfana muda-level training and
1,234,800 were enrolled at various stages of the program, but only
95,600 graduated.

Discussion about how to improve Indonesian higher education
focused on issues of teacher salaries, laboratory and research facil-
ities, and professor qualifications. According to official figures, in
1984 only 13.9 percent of permanent faculty members at state in-
stitutions of higher learning had any advanced degree; only 4.5
percent had a doctorate. Because doctoral programs were rare in
Indonesia and there was little money to support education over-
seas, this situation improved only slowly. Despite these difficul-
ties, most institutions of higher education received large numbers
of applications in the late 1980s and early 1990s; in state institu-
tions less than one application in four was accepted. One of the
most serious problems for graduates with advanced degrees, how-
ever, was finding employment suited to their newly acquired edu-
cation.

The University of Indonesia, founded in Jakarta in the 1930s,
is the nation's oldest university. Other major universities include
Gadjah Mada University (Indonesia's oldest postindependence
university, founded in 1946) in Yogyakarta; Catholic University
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and Institut Teknologi Bandung, both in Bandung; and the In-
stitut Pertanian Bogor in Bogor. In the early 1990s, there also were
important regional universities in Sulawesi, Sumatera Utara, Jawa
Barat, and Irian Jaya.

Health
Services and Infrastructure

As access to education improved throughout the archipelago, use
of modern forms of health care also increased. Statistics show a
correlation between the rise of education levels and the increased
use of hospitals, physicians, and other health resources (see table
11, Appendix). Indeed, in the 1970s and 1980s, health in Indone-
sia showed overall improvement. Life expectancy for men was 58.4
years and for women 62.0 years in 1990, up 7.3 years and 7.6 years,
respectively, since 1980. By the 2000—04 period, life expectancy
was projected by the World Bank to reach 66.5 for men and 69.7
for women. However, the distribution of those improvements, as
well as the resources for health maintenance and improvement,
were unequal. Whereas infant mortality fell from an average of
105 per 1,000 live births in the 1980 to 75.2 per 1,000 in 1990,
according to the World Bank, and was expected to decrease to 55
per 1,000 by 1994, these rates varied dramatically depending on
location. The poor, rural, and uneducated dasses generally suffered
much higher mortality rates than their more educated counterparts
(see table 12, Appendix).

The number of health care personnel gradually increased in the
1980s. By the end of the decade, there were more than 23,000 phy-
sicians; 76,000 midwives; and nearly 70,000 medical assistants,
paramedics, and other health care workers. The ratio of health care
personnel per capita compared poorly with the other ASEAN na-
tions except Brunei.

Improvements in the health of Indonesians have been realized
largely without the benefit of enhanced hospital services. Indone-
sia's ratio of hospital beds of 0.06 per 1,000 population in the late
1980s was the lowest among ASEAN nations; the ratio ranged from
a high of 5 per 1,000 for Singapore to the second lowest, 1.4 per
1,000 for Thailand. Hospital beds were unequally distributed
throughout Indonesia, ranging from alow of 0.18 beds per 1,000
in Lampung Province to 1.24 per 1,000 in Jakarta. In addition,
the better equipped urban hospitals tended to have more physi-
cians and higher central government spending per bed than did
hospitals in the rural areas.
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Community and preventative health programs formed another
component of Indonesia's health system. Community health ser-
vices were organized in a three-tier system with community health
centers (Puskesmas) at the top. Usually staffed by a physician, these
centers provided maternal and child health care, general out-
patient curative and preventative health care services, pre- and
postnatal care, immunization, and communicable disease control
programs. Specialized clinic services were periodically available at
some of the larger clinics.

Second-level community health centers included health sub-
centers. These health centers consisted of small clinics and mater-
nal and child health centers, staffed with between one and three
nurses and visited weekly or monthly by a physician. In the early
1 990s, the Department of Health planned to have three to four sub-
centers per health center, depending on the region. The third
level of community health services were village-level integrated ser-
vice posts. These posts were not permanently staffed facilities, but
were monthly clinics on borrowed premises, in which a visit-
ing team from the regional health center reinforced local health
volunteers.

Although the community health situation was improving slightly—
the number of health centers increased from 3,735 in 1974 to 5,174
in 1986, and the number of health subcenters reached 12,568—the
provision of community services remained low by the standards
of developing countries. In 1986 China, for instance, had sixty-
three health centers per 1 million population, while Indonesia had
only thirty-two per 1 million. In particular, fiscal year (FY—see
Glossary) 1987 saw a dramatic reduction in government spending
for communicable disease control. Thus, vaccines, drugs, insecti-
cides, and antimalarial spraying programs were dramatically cut
back.

The distribution of Indonesian health care workers was also highly
uneven. To alleviate the problem of physician maldistribution,
the government required two to five years of public service by all
medical school graduates, public and private. In order to be ad-
mitted for specialist training, physicians first had to complete this
service. Only two years of public service were required for those
physicians working in remote areas such as Nusa Tenggara Timur,
Sulawesi Tenggara, Kalimantan Timur, Maluku, or Irian Jaya
provinces, whereas three to five years of service were required for
a posting in Java, Bali, or Sumatra. Despite such incentives, it
was difficult to attract medical school graduates to these remote,
understaffed regions, particularly without additional cash incentives.
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Immunization clinic, Jawa Barat Province
Courtesy Indonesian Department of Defense and Security

Government Support

One of the most notable features of Indonesia's health care sys-
tem, in comparison with other Southeast Asian nations, was the
low level of government support (see table 13, Appendix). The
modern health care system continued the Dutch colonial pattern
of low investment in health care. The Dutch did relatively little
in the field of public health prior to 1910, with the exception of
giving smallpox vaccinations. In the 1930s, however, the govern-
ment devoted increased attention to health education and disease
prevention, particularly in rural areas. An elaborate public health
infrastructure had developed by 1939, including a particularly
sophisticated model program in Purwokerto in Jawa Tengah
Province. But this public health system collapsed after the Japanese
invasion in 1942. During World War II, mortality rose dramati-
cally, and the general health situation of the country deteriorated.

In the postwar period, a network of maternal and child health
centers was established, but resources were extremely limited, with
one physician for every 100,000 people. The first dramatic improve-
ments resulted from the establishment of the network of commu-
nity health centers. Although there was considerable resistance by
the general population toward using these facilities at first, by the
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1980 census, 40 percent of people reporting illness in the prior week
had sought treatment at one of the community health centers.

Unfortunately, direct central government spending on health
(apart from intergovernmental transfers) fell by 45 percent in real
terms between FY 1982 and FY 1987 because of the declining
revenues from the oil industry. The Outer Islands continued to
suffer a severe shortage of physicians and hospitals, but this deficit
was partially offset by a higher percentage of community health
centers, staffed by health care workers.

Traditional and Modern Health Practices

Although there was a 3.2 percent annual decline in infant mor-
tality since 1960, in 1990, according to some accounts, nearly 5.5
percent of babies born to Indonesian mothers still did not survive
to their first birthday, the lowest figures for all ASEAN countries
(see table 14, Appendix). Other sources reported a higher rate—lO
percent—for infant mortality. The situation varied regionally, from
a low of about 6 percent mortality in Yogyakarta, where a coloni-
al legacy of public health programs left behind an educated
populace, to almost 19 percent infant mortality rates in Nusa Teng-
gara Timur Province.

Dukun—traditional healers—continued to play an important role
in the health care of the population in the early 1990s. Often, dukun
were used in conjunction with Western-style medicine. In some
rural areas, these healers represented a treatment option of first
resort, especially when there was no community health center near-
by, or if the only Western health care available was expensive or
the facility understaffed. The manner of healing differed greatly
among the hundreds of ethnic groups, but often these healers used
extensive knowledge of herbal medicines and invoked supernatur-
al legitimacy for their practice.

The use of Western-style medical clinics was rising in the last
decades of the twentieth century; however, the Department of
Health estimated that dukun attended upwards of 90 percent of rural
births. Following childbirth, women in many parts of the archipela-
go engaged in the practice of "roasting." Although different eth-
nic groups have different explanations for the practice, it usually
involves the seclusion of the mother and her child for a period of
time following childbirth—from a few weeks to months—to allow
the mother to submit herself to prolonged exposure to the warmth
of a hearth or other source of heat. In general, it is believed that
this practice speeds the process of recovery, but many believe it
helps replace a woman's lost blood, returns her body to a trim and
fit shape, and helps "dry her out."
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Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) posed a major
public health threat for Indonesia in the early 1990s. Although in
an April 1992 report the Department of Health reported only forty-
seven documented cases of individuals whose blood tested positive
for human imrnuno-deficiency virus (HIV), according to the depart-
ment there were at least 100 times that many undocumented HIV
cases, making a net estimate of 4,700 cases. According to govern-
ment officials, the most likely mode of HIV/AIDS transmission
was through heterosexual contact with prostitutes. By the end of
1990, twelve cases of AIDS had been reported in Indonesia.
Although the Department of Health devoted relatively few of its
resources to disease prevention in 1991, it cooperated with the
World Health Organization (WHO) in the distribution of 500,000
condoms annually and with a United States Agency for Interna-
tional Development (USAID)-sponsored family planning program,
which had made condom use widely accepted throughout the coun-
try. Although the Ford Foundation and USAID funded AIDS
prevention and awareness programs in Bali, there were virtually
no other such public or private programs in Indonesia in the early
1990s.

Pharmaceuticals
Although Indonesia had achieved self-sufficiency in basic phar-

maceutical production by the early 1990s, Indonesians had the
lowest per capita expenditure for Western-style drugs in ASEAN.
Most people appeared to rely at least partially on traditional her-
bal medicines, in part because Western-style drugs were expen-
sive. Quality control for the country's pharmacies was lax, but in
1992 efforts were being made to improve enforcement of new laws
designed to control drug quality. By the late 1980s, Indonesia had
more than 300 pharmaceutical companies and nearly 1,000 phar-
maceutical wholesalers. Most were located in Java.

Public Sanitation

In the late 1980s, only 40 percent of the urban population and
18 percent of the rural residents had access to a reliable public water
system. Most middle- and lower-class Indonesians relied on sur-
face supplies from the country's frequently polluted streams, canals,
and water catchment areas. The majority of rural dwellers obtained
water from ground sources. Approximately 27 percent of rural resi-
dents relied on rivers and streams that also were used for bath-
ing and waste disposal. Studies conducted by WHO during 1987
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indicated that 80 percent of all open wells were contaminated with
fecal coliform bacteria and were unfit for consumption. Water
pumped by hand or obtained from rivers in eight rural provinces
was also bacteriologically unsafe.

In urban areas, such as Jakarta, many residents were without
adequate water supplies because of improperly maintained pipe
networks and urban "water pirates" who illegally tapped into
municipal resources. This situation gave rise to the popularity in
the early 1990s of commercially purified water sold in sealed plas-
tic containers.

Most Indonesians in the early 1990s lacked access to a system
of municipal waste disposal that met modern standards. Even in
urban areas, WHO estimated that 25 percent of residents were
without proper sanitation. Many commercial and residential areas
were served by a waterborne sewage system of open drainage canals
discharging raw wastes directly into rivers or the ocean. In the slum
areas of Jakarta, residents were subject to frequent flooding and
the outbreak of waterborne diseases resulting from clogged sewers.

The national motto, Unity in Diversity, has survived dozens of
tests since independence. The increasingly thorough penetration
of the central government bureaucracy into vifiage life has improved
access to education and health. Increased interregional mobility
and migration were factors leading to greater integration of health
care resources. However, increased integration has been achieved
at the cost of participation in the decision-making process. Many
groups wishing to assert their ethnic identities in ways that went
beyond the aestheticized and highly restricted vision of ethnicity
promoted by the Department of Education and Culture have en-
countered resistance or even outright suppression. Achieving a sus-
tainable balance between these various interests will doubtless prove
to be one of the central challenges facing Indonesia in the coming
decades.

* * *

Several useful sources give a broad perspective on the cultures
of Indonesia. For an overview of ethnolinguistic diversity, see
Stephen A. Wurm and Shirö Hattori's Language Atlas of the Pacific
Area. Another source, dated but still useful, is Frank M. LeBar's
Ethnic Groups of Insular Southeast Asia, which gives brief anthropo-
logical descriptions of many major ethnic groups. The classic source
for Southeast Asian geography remains Ernst Henry George Dob-
by's South East Asia. For a demographic perspective on population
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growth, health, labor, and migration, see by The Demographic Dimen-
sion in Indonesian Development Graeme J. Hugo et al.

For several good articles on the role of religion in Indonesia, see
Indonesian Religions in Transition edited by Rita Smith Kipp and Susan
Rodgers. Javanese culture is described in Clifford Geertz's The
Religion of Java and Peddlers and Princes. A good survey of beliefs
and practices associated with sex and gender in Indonesia can be
found in Jane Monnig Atkinson and Shelley Errington's Power and
Difference: Gender in Island Southeast Asia. Michael R. Dove's The Real
and Imagined Role of Culture in Development is a collection of essays
about the relationship between Indonesian national programs of
development and local ethnic cultures. Karl Heider's Indonesian Cine-
ma: National Culture on Screen provides an interesting perspective on
Indonesian national culture. (For further information and com-
plete citations, see Bibliography.)
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